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The research reported in this work is based on the continuing 
study of the transient properties of dense plasmas by Dr. F. C. Todd 
and his dense plasma group, of which this author is a member. A 
quadrupole mass filter was employed to investigate properties of a 
vacuum spark plasma. In addition, an electrostatic lens system was 
constructed to study the velocity distributions of ionic specie which 
are emitted from such a plasma. In addition to the preceeding two 
phases, an expanded study was made of two mathematical models which 
represent respectively, a laser impact plasma and an expanding plasma 
sphere. The former model is a continuation of the doctoral research 
by Dr. L. J. Peery and the latter represents a revised approach to 
the modeling technique of Dr. R. E. Bruce. Both of these men were 
members of the Research Group supervised by Dr. Todd who acted as 
major advisor to this student. 
The initial phases of this work were completed at the Oklahoma 
State University and the current phase was concluded at the Research 
Institute of The University of Alabama in Huntsville. 
This author is particularly grateful for the opportunity to con-
tinue his education in this rapidly expanding field and for the ex-
perience of having worked with the plasma group. He also shares with 
the previous and current members of this group a sincere appreciation 
for the lasting benefits which have accrued to those who have par-
ticipated in the work and for the unique talents of Dr. Todd, who 
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It is now well known that, from a scientific viewpoint, man must 
describe natural phenomena in terms of the behavior of at least four 
states of matter: solid, liquid, gaseous and plasma. While the 
transitions of matter through the first three phases are fairly well 
understood, the transition into the plasma state is still the sub-
ject of considerable interest and scientific study. Indeed, it was not 
until 1928 that this additional state of matter received a name. It 
was Langmuir (1929) who is generally credited with first using the 
word plasma to describe the inner region of an electrical discharge. 
Previously, Sir William Crookes had described this new state as simply 
the "fourth state of matter." Of course, the plasma state has always 
existed and occurs naturally in many forms. It has intrigued the 
scientist for many years, perhaps for no other reason than that it 
eludes his quantitative description. Some of the more common forms 
of this fourth state of matter include solar flares, the aurorae 
and lightning. In fact, at least 99% of the matter in our universe 
is in the plasma state and this alone should be sufficient just-
ification for the study of plasma physics. Probably the most cormnon 
of the forms listed above is the lightning stroke and it is now known 
that a transient plasma exists in the earth's atmosphere each time 
this phenomenon occurs. These naturally occurring plasmas, however, 
while being interesting and the subject of intense investigations, do 
not lend themselves to the systematic and controlled environment of 
the laboratory. It is here that the detailed mechanisms of plasma 
creation, evolution and decay must undergo the scrutiny of carefully 
monitored, diagnostic instruments. In many cases these laboratory 
plasmas are able to c lo·sely simulate the naturally occurring types. 
Some examples of these include electrical discharges in gases, a 
simple spark gap in air or vacuum, hypervelocity impact of a particle 
on a plate, an exploding wire and the incidence of a focused laser 
beam on a target. While these experiments cannot duplicate the mag-
nitude of natural plasmas, many of the essential properties are pre-
sent for an analysis. 
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The importance of this rapidly expanding field may be readily 
appreciated when one contemplates the possible benefits to be derived 
by a better understanding in this area. One of the most exciting pro-
posed application currently being considered is energy conversion by 
means of thermonuclear reactions. Many of the ideas being advanced at 
present include the use of focused laser radiation to heat small fuel 
pellets. As one of the proponents of this idea, Lubin (1970) proposes 
to provide the high temperatures and particle densities by this method 
to achieve laser-induced fusion. The advent of high-peak-power, 
pulsed laser systems appears to be advancing the realization of this 
method of power generation. The rapid technological development in 
the area of plasma containment is of equal importance as is evidenced 
by the tremendous efforts being expended by a wide variety of re-
searchers. Many of the problems peculiar to plasma containment may 
only be solved through a knowledge of the intricate mechanisms of the 
plasma during its early stages of development. 
There are, of course, many other possible applications of plas-
mas: magnetohydrodynamic power generation; the plasma diode, a form 
of thermionic energy converter; the glow discharge which is common 
to every fluorescent lamp; and the voltage regulator gas tubes that 
are widely used in electronic circuits. Other major applications in 
this area are long distance radio communications, which require an 
understanding of the refraction properties of the ionosphere, and the 
special transmission properties that must be understood, for example, 
when communicating with a space vehicle during reentry. Another ex-
ample of plasma application is found in the propulsion field. The 
plasma jet is a device which may produce a very high temperature gas 
flow suitable for the propulsion of space craft. 
The above list represents only a few of the most publicized re-
search efforts and they serve to illustrate typical accomplishments, 
as well as the need for continued research. 
In many cases, the study of plasma physics cannot be avoided. 
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One prominent example of this is in the study of hypervelocity impact. 
This study, originating primarily from the need to protect space craft 
from high energy micrometeriods, has grown to include the investiga-
tion of the complex phenomena at the impact zone. At the instant of 
impact, a brief but intense light flash is emitted and the pressures 
created by the impacting particles are sufficient to convert the 
target material into a hot, dense plasma. 
In describing the plasma as a fourth state of matter, many 
authors have submitted several definitions. Solomon (1964) presents 
the description as a conductor consisting of an electrically charged 
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gas with ions and electrons. Holt and Haskell (1965) have used the 
term, ionized gaseous state, synonymously with plasma. Pai (1962), 
also, prefers the more liberalized definition that a plasma is simply 
an ionized gas. It is important to realize that, at first, the des-
ignation plasma represented a fully ionized gas in which the excess 
electric charge was zero. This case is of course an idealization. 
Most laboratory plasmas are partially ionized and may even contain 
mixtures of neutral gas atoms, in addition to singly and doubly 
ionized atoms. 
The temperature and density of plasmas at one atmosphere may vary 
somewhat depending on the material to be ionized. In general, number 
densities are of the order of 10 18 charged particles per cubic centi-
4 0 
meter and temperatures are of the order of 10 K. This would be 
classified as a relatively cool, gaseous plasma. One must exercise 
care in setting limits for the definition of plasmas, however, since 
the liberalized use of the term includes at least two classes of 
solids: metals and semiconductors. These satisfy the conditions at 
room temperature, to be called plasmas. The conditions are that the 
charged particle concentrations are high enough and consist of approx-
imately equal numbers of positive and negative charges. 
For a dense plasma, these requirements may vary considerably. 
Laboratory plasmas are produced that are many times as dense as the 
solid state. The most striking example of such a natural plasma is, 
of course, the sun. 
Throughout the text of this thesis, the term "dense plasma" will 
be reserved for the case in which a correction to the ideal gas equa-
tion of state is essential for an adequate description of its evolu-
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tion. This type of plasma has been among the subjects of investiga-
tion by our dense plasma group for several years. This group consists 
mainly of the previous and current graduate students of Dr. F. C. Todd, 
who serves as Principal Investigator for this project. 
Some of the more recent work by this group is cited to establish 
the extent of the foundation for the program of studies that follows. 
This work will be documented by giving the date q( the thesis of each 
individual responsible for a particular phase of the work. For the 
study of dense plasmas, there are essentially five methods which have 
been available for plasma production: 
1. A Q-switched, twin ruby laser (Peery, 1967; Robinson, 
1970) 
2. An exploding wire facility (Yoder, 1970; Hamby, 1970) 
3. A vacuum spark gap (Brown, 1968) 
4. The hypervelocity impact of sphere (Hardage, 1967) 
5. A co-axial plasma gun (Shriver, 1970) 
A brief description of the above methods will illustrate the 
several techniques which are used and any advantage one may have com-
pared to another. This description is deferred until Chapter II. 
The experimental methods for analyzing the properties of these dense, 
transient plasmas that have been employed for taking measurements 
may be summarized by the following: 
1. A vacuum spectrograph for the far ultraviolet (Payne, 
1966; Carpenter, 1970) 
2. A pulsed, high gain photomultiplier (Brown, 1968) 
3. An electrical probe system to measure plasma expansion 
velocity (Robinson, 1970) 
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4. A quadrupole mass filter (Willis, 1969) 
S. An electrostatic lens system used as a velocity analyzer 
(Willis, 1969) 
These diagnostic tools have been used separately and as coupled 
units in several experiments to determine some of the properties of 
the plasmas produced by the methods outlined above. 
In addition to the experimental phase of the dense plasma work, 
substantial progress has been made in the theoretical area. Some of 
the more recent work in this area include the following: 
1. A computer model for hypervelocity impact (Sodek, 1965; 
Hardage, 1967) 
2. A computer model for an expanding plasma sphere (Ables, 
1963; Bruce, 1966) 
3. A computer model for a laser induced plasma (Peery, 1970) 
The general purpose of this thesis is to describe the work which 
has been accomplished on four of the phases that are currently in 
progress. These may be roughly categorized into two experimental and 
two theoretical parts, although they are interrelated. The experi-
mental work includes measurements on vacuum spark plasmas with an 
improved quadrupole mass filter. This device has been used, also, to 
investigate the degree of ionization, the variation of ultraviolet 
light intensity with time, and the expansion velocity of the laser 
induced aluminum plasmas. This work was carried out at Oklahoma State 
University in a joint effort with Robinson (1970) and some of the 
initial results were included by the author in his Masters thesis 
(1969). A further evaluation of this work has been performed and is 
presented. In addition, considerable more data has been compiled and 
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reduced in conjunction with the aluminum spark gap in vacuum. The 
details of the modifications on the quadrupole system will be given 
in Chapter III. The electrostatic lens which was designed earlier 
has been constructed and is currently in use as a velocity analyzer. 
The initial results indicate its usefulness as a device which is cap-
able of yielding direct measurements of ion velocity distributions. 
A description of this experimental device is given in Chapter IV. 
The two phases of theoretical work include an improved model for 
laser induced plasmas. Major credit for this phase of the work is 
due to Dr. L. J. Peery, who designed the original computer model and 
has continued to be responsible for most of the implementation. The 
author's contribution to this effort lies mainly in the area of con-
verting the program to a form compatible with the Univac 1108 computer 
system, revising and debugging the program clements, devising a com-
puterized method of data output and reduction, and coordinating a 
production run. Some of the results of this production run formed 
the basis of a paper which was presented at the November 1970 meeting 
of the South Eastern Section of the American Physical Society, and 
was co-authored with Drs. L. J. Peery and F. C. Todd. A brief review 
of this model and some of the preliminary results of the production 
run are presented in Chapter v. 
The other theoretical phase included in this work is the improved 
computer model of an expanding plasma sphere. This work has provided 
an improvement to the modeling techniques of Ables (1963) and Bruce 
(1966). The essential features of this model and a discussion of the 
revisions and improvements will be outlined in Chapter VI. The re-
suits and conclusions are presented in Chapter VII. Suggestions for 
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for future investigators concerning refinements which may be made to 
both the experimental and theoretical phases of the work are presented 
in Chapter VIII. 
CHAPTER II 
GENERAL AREA OF STUDY 
The primary purpose of this section is to outline the four gen-
eral areas of research and then to show their interrelation. As with 
most scientific research in which experimental and theoretical data 
are compared, the procedure is somewhat arbitrary. In one approach, 
one may predict theoretical results using a mathematical model and 
then take the experimental measurements necessary to either verify 
or refute those results. Another approach is to obtain experimental 
data and use these results to provide boundary conditions for the 
mathematical models. The experimental results may then be validated 
depending on whether or not the model produces a solution which con-
verges on a known, correct result. 
Actually, both of these approaches have been taken in this work, 
so that the relationships between the experimental and theoretical 
phases should become readily apparent. 
Experimental Phase 
The experimental projects which have been undertaken will be 
better understood after a brief description of the methods which were 
used to produce the dense, transient plasmas under consideration. The 
Q-switched, twin ruby laser, designed and constructed by Peery (1967) 
and Robinson (1970) produces such a plasma. By impacting a focused 
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laser pulse onto the surface of an aluminum target, a dense, rapidly 
expanding plasma is produced and is allowed to decay into a vacuum. 
The laser gives a giant pulse with 15 joules of energy in 30 nano-
seconds, so the average power is 500 megawatts. 
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An exploding wire facility has been designed and is currently 
being made operational. This device is capable of producing an 
approximately spherical plasma in a very short time. It is expected 
that the energy input to the aluminum wire will require a time in-
terval of the order of one microsecond. This experiment should pro-
vide the results necessary to compare with the computer model of an 
expanding plasma sphere. This model is discussed in detail in Chapter 
VI. 
The vacuum spark gap is a very simple device for the production 
of dense, transient plasmas. It employs spectroscopically pure 
aluminum electrodes to which a high voltage is applied and the gap is 
allowed to breakdown in a vacuum. A major advantage of this method of 
producing plasmas is the relatively short turn-around-time between 
shots. It, therefore, has provided an excellent calibration facility 
for several of the diagnostic instruments. 
Some of the previous diagnostic work on plasmas that were pro-
duced by the above methods include the spectral analysis by Carpenter 
(1970) and the variation of the u.v. and visible light emission by 
Brown (1968). The work by Carpenter includes the use of the vacuum 
spectrograph to record characteristic radiation emitted from the spark 
gap plasmas. This instrument employs a section of a Rowland circle 
with a range of 100 to 1,400 angstroms. The resolution at 320 ang-
stroms is approximately 3 angstroms per centimeter in the second order. 
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Brown recorded the variation with time of the ultraviolet and visible 
light with a pulsed, high gain photomultiplier. These measurements 
were also made on the vacuum spark plasmas. The resolution of the 
pulsed photomultiplier and recorder was determined by the 519 Tek-
tronic oscilloscope and was found to be approximately one nanosecond. 
Other previous work includes the probe measurements of Robinson 
(1970) on the laser induced plasmas. The data with the Langmuir 
probes indicates that the plasma expands with velocities of the order 
7 of 1.6 X 10 cm/sec. The quadrupole mass filter was also employed 
to analyze the laser induced plasma. The presence of several ionic 
species was experimentally verified and a qualitative analysis was 
made of the relative velocity distributions. Some of these initial 
results were presented by Willis (1969) and Robinson (1970). These 
results include photographs of the output current from an electron 
multiplier which was the detector for the quadrupole system. These 
results give an indication of the ultraviolet light, metastable atoms 
and the ions which are present in the plasma. 
With this discussion of the previous work in mind, the specific 
areas of the present work are presented. 
Quadrupole Mass Filter 
After the preliminary results of the diagnostic work with the 
quadrupole were analyzed, it was decided to redesign the power supply 
for the system. The continuation of this experimental project was 
justified by the encouraging quality of the initial data. Data was 
compiled for both types of plasmas which were described above, viz., 
the vacuum spark and laser induced plasmas. 
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The present work includes additional measurements taken with the 
quadrupole on the vacuum spark plasmas. The major refinements that 
have been made to the system include a regulated power supply, which 
supplies a constant voltage, and a crystal control for the frequency. 
With these modifications, the uncertainity, with which the measure-
ments are taken, has been reduced considerably. In addition, a better 
data-taking procedure was developed which has enhanced the repro-
ducibility of the results. A more detailed description is provided 
in Chapter III. Briefly, aluminum ions Al+l through Al+S were in-
vestigated with the improved system and some typical results are pre-
sented in Chapter VII. 
Electrostatic Lens System 
One of the more interesting projects on which this author has 
participated, has been the basic research involved with an attempt 
to directly measure the individual velocity distributions of several 
ionic species. This work was originated at the suggestion of Dr. Todd 
as the initial phase of the quadrupole study was nearing completion. 
The design and construction are presented in the work covered by this 
author's Masters thesis (Willis, 1969). The original idea precip-
itated from the necessity to isolate the ionized aluminum atoms from 
the metastables and the ultraviolet light. The electron multiplier, 
which was used as the detector for the quadrupole system, is sensi-
tive to all three of the above signals. The particular difficulty in 
separating the final output signal into signals from the respective 
sources will be realized by those familiar with this type of detector. 
There are, of course, several different approaches to the solution 
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of this difficulty and most of them include the use of some combina-
t ion of electric and magnetic fields. 
Since the aim of the proposed device was not only to separate 
the ions from the metastable atoms and light, but to allow a deter-
mination of velocity distributions as well, many of the well known 
focusing ideas were discarded. A pulsed device was finally chosen 
after the investigation of several possible methods. This relatively 
new diagnostic device and its method of operation is presented in 
Chapter IV. Typical results are provided for measurements made for 
. . . Al+l h h Al+S ionic species t roug • The quadrupole mass filter system 
was used as the detector for the lens, so that double filtering was 
achieved. This novel method is also described in Chapter IV. 
Theoretical Phase 
Along with the experimental projects undertaken by this group, 
several theoretical programs have been in progress. The theoretical 
studies have consisted mainly of mathematical models of the plasmas 
that are produced by the varied methods which are available. Although 
these models have not been limited to plasma models per se, most are 
either directly or indirectly related to the central problem of plasma 
production and evolution. The work of Sodek (1965) and Hardage (1967) 
which pertains to hypervelocity impact is only indirectly related to 
the work presented in this thesis and therefore no detailed discussion 
of it will be presented. Their work has, however, been of great value 
to this program. The computer techniques and methods for solving 
flow equations which were developed in their work has contributed con-
siderably to the current phases of the work. 
The modeling techniques of Ables (1963) and Bruce (1966) have 
been used as a foundation on which to build. Many refinements have 
been made and new techniques were added by Peery (1970). The work 
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of Ables and Bruce included a mathematical model of an expanding 
sphere of plasma. The work of Peery involved a model and calculations 
on a laser induced, aluminum plasma. In general, these theoretical 
efforts have been correlated with the experimental work. 
Laser Impact Plasma Model 
This model was proposed and investigated in conjunction with the 
experimental laser facility, which was designed and constructed by 
the plasma group. The primary goal of this research was to develop 
and apply a mathematical model for the plasma which is created by a 
Q-switched laser beam impacting on the surface of an aluminum target. 
The plasma is assumed to expand in such a manner that cylindrical 
coordinates are more applicable than the spherical coordinates for the 
earlier models. A cylindrical system of coordinates is required to 
follow the emitted plasma as it continues to receive energy from the 
incident laser beam. The basis for this model was the macroscopic 
equations which determine the evolution of the plasma. A modified, 
single fluid theory has been developed and the latest modification was 
presented by Peery (1970). Additional improvements to this model of 
the laser beam impact have been made and are discussed in Chapter V. 
Briefly, some of the refinements include the revision of several of 
the program elements, improved digital techniques and a computerized 
method of data output and reduction. 
15 
Expanding Plasma Sphere Model 
The complex problems inherent in plasma evolution may be reduced 
by a variety of simplifying assumption. Probably, the most obvious, 
and more easily justified, is the reduction to spherical geometry. 
The basic assumption in this case, of course, is that the expanding 
plasma exhibits a spherical synnnetry. The extensive work done on 
this model by Ables and Bruce has provided an excellent foundation. 
The work of Bruce represented an improvement on the previous 
work of Ables, significantly in the development of an improved equa-
tion of state for aluminum. The model, developed as a boundary-value 
problem, proved to be most reliable at relatively low densities and 
high temperatures. Some of the successes of this model include the 
development of an equation of state for a wider range of temperatures 
and pressures and of a qualitative description of the plasma expansion 
for several initial conditions. The qualitative description predicts 
that the plasma expands with a hot, low density core, surrounded by 
a relatively cold, high density shell. 
Because of the relative simplicity of this type of model and 
since many of the properties, basic to the experimentally produced 
plasmas, may be investigated, it was highly desirable to continue 
this study. An evaluation of this model and the refinements which 
have been made to it are the subject of Chapter VI. Some of the re-
sults of the improved model are discussed in Chpater VII. 
Summary 
The work presented in this thesis may be summarized in the follow-
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ing manner. The experimental work with the quadrupole mass filter and 
electrostatic lens provides an analysis of some of the properties of 
the dense, transient plasmas produced by the vacuum spark gap. The 
most significant results are the determinations of velocity distri-
butions for several ionic species. The theoretical work illustrates 
the progress that has been made toward a bett.er understanding of the 
intricate physical processes which determine the evolution of this 
type of plasma. The discussion of the laser impact model has been 
introduced, primarily to illustrate the significant progress that has 
been made in the art of mathematical plasma models and to provide a 
background for the discussion of the spherical plasma model. 
CHAPTER III 
QUADRUPOLE MASS FILTER 
Introduction 
In the study of transient, dense plasmas, the number of para-
meters, which must be monitored in order to attain a degree of under-
standing, is quite large. The more basic ones, which must be directly 
determined by theory and/or experiment, include the degree of ioniza-
tion, the relative abundance of particular ionic specie and the rate 
of plasma expansion. The velocity distribution of the plasma ions is 
basic in determining if calculations may be made on the basis of local 
thermodynamic calculations, or not. With a knowledge of these para-
meters, predictions may then be made regarding the variation of the 
plasma density, pressure and temperature. Although these represent 
only a few of the interesting variables, they are some of the more 
basic ones which must be followed to acquire an understanding of 
plasma evolution. The quadrupole mass filter is a device which ex-
hibits considerable flexibility as a diagnostic tool for determining 
some of these parameters. 
Since its conception, this revolutionary measuring device has 
commanded the interest of many researchers. Paul and Steinwendel 
(1953) introduced the mass filter. Its theory and application to 
many scientific areas is well documented, (Paul and Raether, 1955; 
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Woodward and Crawford, 1963; Brubaker and Tuul, 1964; Dawson and 
Whetten, 1968; Willis, 1969). 
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As with any type of mass spectrometer, the quadrupole system con-
sists of three major parts whose functions are distinctly unique. 
These parts include the source, mass analyzer and detector. A de-
scription of each of these components will be given. 
Ion Source 
For much of the work involving analysis with the quadrupole, a 
continuous thermal source is used. This type is connnon for the study 
of ionized gases. For partial pressure analysis, ionizing fields or 
electron beams provide the ion source. For the study of heavier 
masses, such as aluminum, practical continuous sources present many 
difficulties. Because of this, much of the previous analytical work 
with the quadrupole has been with light masses. 
In the scope of the present work, two sources were provided. 
These were the transient aluminum plasmas created by the vacuum spark 
gap and the pulsed laser. The vacuum spark plasmas provide a com-
paratively easily obtainable source and therefore has been used ex-
tensively in the present work. Not only has the vacuum spark pro-
duced the dense, transient plasmas for investigation, but it has also 
provided a reliable calibration source for many of the diagnostic in-
struments. This source consists of a vacuum chamber into which spec-
troscopically pure aluminum electrodes are inserted via mechanical 
feed-throughs. These electrodes are spaced so that a gap of approxi-
mately one millimeter exists at the tappered tips. 
A power supply is used to charge a condenser, which is then 
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allowed to discharge through the electrodes. The subsequent voltage 
breakdown at the electrode gap produces an aluminum plasma of very 
short duration. The intensity of the spark is controlled by the volt-
age applied to the condenser. For roost of the present work, voltages 
of order of 8.0-10.0 KV were used. The capacitor was rated at 1.0 
microfarad. 
Mass Analyzer 
The quadrupole analyzer consists of four cylindrical electrodes 
which are spaced so that a hyperbolic geometry is simulated. This 
spacing is shown in Figure 1. Hyperbolic geometry is simulated to one 
percent with the quadrupole rod radius at 1.16 that of the field ra-
dius. A diagram of the quadrupole electrode arrangement with the 
basic power supply is shown in Figure 2. 
Mass filtering is achieved by applying a superposed radio fre-
quency and de voltage to the opposing sets of cylindrical electrodes. 
The theory of the quadrupole is available in the literature cited 
previously and the details of the specific application to the present 
work has been presented earlier (Willis, 1969). For the convenience 
of the reader, a brief summary of the operating principle and the 
adaptation to the present work is given after the discussion of the 
quadrupole system detector. 
Detector 
The detector is a device which responds to the transmission of 
the aluminum ions through the quadrupole field. A secondary emission 
detector was chosen for the system which consists of a twenty stage 
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Figure 1. Quadrupole Electrode Geometry 
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copper-beryllium electron multiplier. The electrons for input to the 
electron multiplier are obtained, primarily, from the neutralization 
of the Al+l, Al+2 , etc. ions at the cathode of the electron multiplier. 
The multiplier current was monitored on the vertical input of a 585 
Tektronic oscilloscope. The accelerating voltage between successive 
dynodes was maintained at a constant 50 volts. The gain was estimated 
at approximately 1.0 million. The detailed theory of this secondary 
emission device is presented by Allen (1939) and many others. 
This device is sensitive to ions, metastable atoms and ultra-
violet photons. All of these agents eject electrons from the cathode 
of the electron multiplier.and produce an output signal to the oscillo-
' 
scope. 
A type 86 (Tektronic) plug-in unit was used with the 585 oscillo-
scope. This plug-in u~it has a high gain and a rise time of the order 
of 4.0 nanoseconds, with .constant deflection factors from 0.01 volts 
per centimeter to 50.0 volts per centimeter. Variable sweep speeds of 
from 2.0 seconds per centimeter to 50.0 nanoseconds per centimeter 
are provided. The features of single and delayed sweep were used in 
the data collecting procedures. 
The data was recorded with a Tektronic, type C-12 camera to 
photograph the oseilloscope trace that is produced by the multiplier 
current. Type 410 Polaroid film was used because of its high record-
ing speed, which is 10,000 ASA. The photographs may then be enlarged, 
or the data may be reduced directly from the film. 
Quadrupole Theory 
Although the quadrupole mass filter may be adapted to several 
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applications, for example, partial pressure analyzer (Gunther, 1960) 
and residual gas detector, the present discussion is limited to its 
use as an "ion filter." Any mass that can be filtered with the device 
must be ionized, but in this case, only a single mass, viz., that of 
aluminum is considered. The filtering is achieved by resolving charge 
to mass ratios for the single mass 27 amu and the electronic charges 
of from 1 to 13. 
The filter employs electric fields which permit only those ions 
which have a particular charge-to-mass ratio to pass through it. In 
theory, all other ions are rejected. The filtering action is based on 
the behavior of the solutions to the equations of motion of the charged 
particles which pass through the quadrupole field. 
The application of a voltage (U + V cos wt) to the properly 
spaced cylindrical electrodes will result in a potential distribution 
within the quadrupole field region. Neglecting end effects, this dis-
tribution, which is the solution to the Laplace equation of hyperbolic 
fields, is given below. 
where: 
2 2 
x - y 4J=(U+Vcoswt) 2 -
r 
0 
41 = electric potential 
U = de voltage 
V = rf voltage 
w = driving frequency 
r = quadrupole field radius 
0 
(3.1) 
The electric fields and equation of motion for the ions which tra-
verse this field are then presented. 
_, _, 
E = - 'i.74' (3.2) 
and 
and 
E =- 0<I>=-2(U+Vcos~)x2 x ox 
r 
0 
E =- 0<I>=-2(U+Vcoswt)L 
y oy 2 
E = 0 z 
r 
0 
The force exerted on the ions determine their trajectory. 
-+ •• -t 
F =mu= ZeE 
.. 
mx = ZeE - -x 
2Ze(U + V cos wt) x2 
r 
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(3.12) 
The equations of motion for the ions in the quadrupole field 
become: 
and 
d2x _ 8Ze [ J 
d ~2 - - ---z--2 u + v cos 2g x -;, mw r 
0 
8Ze [ J 
2 2 u + v cos 2s Y 
mw r 
0 
Rewriting Equations (3.13) and (3.14), 
2 
d x + (a + 2q cos 2s)x = o 
ds2 
d2 




_ + 8ZeU 
a - - 2 2 
mw r 
0 
_ + 4ZeV 
q - - 2 2 ' 
mw r 
0 
the general form of the Mathieu equation is obtained: 
2 
~ + (a - 2q cos 2s)u = o 
d s" 
The solution has the general form: 
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The solution is bounded for imaginary values of (µ) and will 
oscillate in some stable range, depending on parameters "a" and "q". 
The ranges of stability are shown in Figure 3 and the first stability 
a 
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SOLUTIONS OF MATHIEU EQUATIONS 
figure 3. Mathieu Stability Ranges 
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region is given in Figure 4. The operating_ point was chosen to.be 
a=· 0.2, q = 0.7. 
The values of the de and rf voltages were determined using this 









v = ± 4ze (3.;22) 
With the variables evaluated below, these voltages assume the 
following values: 
Therefore: 
m = 27 amu = 4.48 X lo-26 kg 
2 2 w = (211f) 
6 
f = 3.2 X 10 Hz 
w2 = 4.04 X 1014 (rad/sec) 2 
r 2 = 3.31 X 10-5 (meters) 2 
0 
a = 0.2 
q = 0.7 
-19 e = 1.602 X 10 Coulombs 
Z =degree of ionization (1-13) 
93.63 
U = + Z volts (de) 
655.4 
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Figure 4. Mass Filter Operating Point 
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+5 through Al , so that the following tables illustrate the voltage re-
quirements for ion acceptance for Z = 1 to Z = 5. Note that only ions 
with the appropriate Z-value are accepted, i.e., transmitted through 
the quadrupole field. 
Quadrupole Assembly 
The quadrupole unit itself was designed and constructed as part 
of the work reported on previously (Willis, 1969). A block diagram 
of the unit and the support equipment is shown in Figure 5. The basic 
specifications for the field rods and power supply are given below: 
' 
1. Quadrupole electrode length - 30 cm. (four rods with 
diameter 13.23 mm and separation 11.50 mm). 
2. The radio frequency generator operates at 3.2 mhz from 
0 to 3,000 VAC, peak-to-peak. 
3. The de power supply operates in the range 0 to 150 volts. 
The mounting arrangement for the electrodes themselves is shown in 
Figure 6. 
The power supply for the quadrupole electrodes has been modified 
to provide a regulated, constant voltage and a crystal control for 
the frequency. These modifications are included in the schematics 
shown below. The basic power supply section is given in Figure 7, and 
the rf section is presented in Figure 8. The improvements reduced 
considerably the fluctuations in the voltage settings and eliminated 
the frequency drift, which were the major difficulties with the 
earlier design. 
The operating procedure was improved so that the reproducibility 
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STABILITY PARAMETERS FOR AL +2 
z = 2 
u = :t 46.82 volts 
v -- t 327. 7 volts 
z a q Classific.:ition 
l 0. 10 0.3~ rejected 
2 0.20 0.70 accepted 
3 0.30 1.05 rejected 
4 0.1~0 · 1.hO rejected 
s o.so l.7S rejectad 
6 o.60 2.10 re,jected 
7 0.70 2 .l+S rejected 
8 o.so 2.eo rejected 
9 Oo90 J.l') rejected 
10 LOO 3.50 rejected 
11 1.10 3.8) rejec:t.~d 
12 l.20 4 21 1 . ,, rf!jected 
13 1.30 4.~;~ reject•::i<l 
32 
z a q Classification 
1 0.07 0.23 rejected 
2 0.13 0.47 rejected 
3 0.20 0.70 accepted 
4 0.27 0.93 rejected 
5 0.33 1.17 rejected 
6 0.1~0 1.40 re,iected 
7 0.47 1.63 rejected 
8 o.53 1.87 rejected 
9 o.60 2.10 rejected 
10 o.67 2.33 rejected 
11 o. 73 2.57 rejected 
12 0.80 2.80 rejected 
13 o.a-1 .3. 03 rejected 
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TABLE IV 
STABILITY PARAMETERS FOR AL +4 
z = 4-
u -- ,.. 23.l~l vol ts 
V = ~ 163.85 volts 
z a. q Classification 
l 0.05 0.18 rejected 
2 0.10 0.3~; rejected 
3 0.15 0.53 rejected 
4 0.20 0.70 accepted 
5 0.25 o.sa· re,iected 
6 0.30 1.05 rejected 
7 0.35 1.23 rejected 
8 0.40 l.l~O rejected 
9 o.J-L5 1.58 rej~cted 
10 0.50 1.76 rejected 
11 0.55 1.9.3 rejected 
12 o.60 2.11 rejected 
13 o.65 2.28 re.jected 
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TABLE V 
STABILITY PARAMETERS FOR AL +5 
z - 5 -
u - t 18.73 volts -
v - !: 131.1 volts -
z a q Classification 
1 0.04 0.14 rejected 
2 0.08 0.28 re,jected 
3 0.12 0.1~2 re'jected · 
4 0.16 o.56 rejected 
5 0.20 0.10 accepted 
6 0.24 o.84 rejected 
7 0.28 0.98 rejected 
8 0.32 1.12 rejected 
9 0.36 1.26 rejected 
10 0.40 l.l~J rejected 
11 0.44 1.54 rejected 
12 0.48 1.68 rejected 
13 0.52 1.82 rejected 
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de voltages were monitored with a Tektronic 585A dual trace oscillo-
scope. Better shielding was added to the capacitor discharge leads 
so that much of the transient signal due to inductive coupling was 
eliminated. 
The electron multiplier detector was also shielded within the 
vacuum chamber. This also helped to decrease the transients. In 
addition, the discharge capacitor itself was housed inside a grounded 
metal cabinet. The vacuum chamber was maintained at a pressure be-
-5 -6 tween 10 - 10 torr. 
Some of the typical results which were obtained with the improved 
quadrupole will be shown in Chapter VII. Thei curves presented there 
were reduced directly from the pictures taken of the oscilloscope 
trace. They show the output current of the electron multiplier which 
is a composite signal representing the aluminum ions, metastable atoms 
and ultraviolet photons. A discussion of the interpretation of these 
results accompanies the curves. 
CHAPTER IV 
ELECTROSTATIC LENS SYSTEM 
Introduction 
In the work with the quadrupole mass filter, the electron mul-
tiplier detector yields a signal which is a superposition of the ions, 
neutral atoms and u.v. photons. The considerable difficulty in re-
ducing the data led to an attempt to separate these component particles 
before they reach the collector dynode of the detector. The meta-
stable atoms are uncharged and are, therefore, not affected by the 
alternating quadrupole fields. The photon beam which emanates from 
the ionizing region of the source is also unaffected. These photons 
travel through the quadrupole field, releasing electrons at the end 
of their paths at the multiplier cathode. Photon-ejected electrons 
from the detector produce the electrical signals from the electron 
multiplier which are indistinguishable from signals that are produced 
by electrons from the neutralization of incident ions and by the elec-
trons from the impact of high energy, metastable atoms. Impressed 
fields may be used, for example, to suppress photo-ejected electrons 
in a faraday cup, but this cannot be done with a secondary emission 
multiplier, since the electrons constitute the signal. The neutrals, 
of course, may not be suppressed by fields in any case. 
The electrostatic lens was designed to deflect the ions from the 
'"' 
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constituent beam of ions, neturals and light. In the early stages of 
the study on the project, several geometric configurations were 
studied. One of the fundamental r·equirements which was selected for 
the design W$S that all ions, regardless of their velocity, should 
leave the lens at approximately the same angle, and should converge 
onto a single point. This requirement precludes the use of a con-
tinuous device on account of the wide range of ionic velocities. The 
use of magnetic fields was undesirable, since the required magnitude 
of the field would introduce shielding problems. It would be possible, 
in theory, t;.o use an asymmetrical electrode geometry to accomplish 
ion beam deflection, but the difficulties with construction and. the 
problems with fringing discourage this design. 
While the lens was still in the design stage, another require-
ment was added which prompted a broader study. This requirement was 
that the ions be deflected from the emission beam with the least 
possible variation in their velocity in the direction of initial 
travel. The reason for.this requirement is that the velocity dis-
tributions of the ions thus deflected will be unaltered. The ultimate 
goal of this new device was then two-fold: (l\o separate the ions 
from the plasma emission beam and ( 2)to provide a direct determination 
of the velocity distribution of ions of one specie at a time. 
Theory and Design 
The objective of the lens is to act on a beam of ions, photons, 
excited atoms and neutrals from an ion source. From this beam, it is 
desired to extract a group of ions of a preselected specie, such as 
Al+2 or Al+4• The general method of application is to collimate a 
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beam of ions that escape from the source with slits and without elec-
trostatic fields to extract the ions from the source, or to form the 
beam. The collimat::ed beam still contains photons, atoms, excited atoms 
and a mixture of species. 
Several computer studies were made of the lens system and the 
final design was determined, The details of this design are given 
by Willis (1969). _A brief summary of the design and operating prin-
ciple is given below. 
The geometry wh.ich more closely satisfies the requirements stated 
above is a parallel plate capacitor configuration, with two important 
modifications. The unseparated beam passes midway between the plates. 
First, the ground base plate of the lens is a solid plate, while the 
positive "plate" is made up of several discrete electrodes. The close-
ly spaced, individual electrodes allow a much larger electric field 
gradient than would be possible with a solid positive plate of any 
practical geometry. Second, the voltage is applied to the lens in a 
pulse, rather than a steady electric field. The basic mechanical de-
sign for the lens electrodes is shown in Figure 9. ; 
The operating principle of the lens has, for a basis, the equa-
tions of motion for the ions which traverse the pulsed field. Con-
sider an ion of charge Ze and mass @ which is directed into the region 
of the electric field, produced by the electrostatic lens, where Z is 
a small whole number, such as 1., 2, 3_, etc. Since the voltage supplied 
to the eleqtrodes of the lens increases in the direc::tion of ion travel, 
the electric field is an increasing function of (x), depending on the 
gradient of the voltage between successive electrodes. There are two 
forces which are exerted on the ion, both of which are directed at 
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Figure 9. Electrostatic Lens 
. right angles to the direction of initial travel. In the region irmne-
diately below an electrode, the electric field is approximately con-
stant. 
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y == vertical ion deflection 
Z = degree of ionization 
E =constant electric field (V/d) 
V = accelerating potential 
d = vertical extent of field 
t = time 
m = ionic mass 
. = initial vertical velocity Yo 
yo = initial vertical displacement 
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The trajectory of the ion in the constant field region is then 
completely specified with Equations (4.4) and (4.7). 
As the ions pass through the region between successive electrodes, 
they experience the effect of an electric field which is an increasing 
function of (x). The equation of motion for the ion in this region 
differs from that derived above, to the extent that E = E(x). 
Rewriting Equation (4.4), 
where: 
2 
Y( t) = ZeV(x)t + . + 2md yo yo 




and making the change of variables, Equation (4.5), the vertical de-
flection of the ion for this region is given. 
Ze 
y(x) = -md 
[
v (x - x ) 
0 0 
2v2 
y (x - x ) 
2 3 
a(x - x ) ] + 0 
6v2 
+ 0 0 + 
v yo (4.9) 
The slope of the trajectory for the ion in this region is then 
derived according to Equation (4.6) and is given. 
Z 
[ 




a(x - x ) ] 
+ 2v2 o . · ... 
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(4.10) 
The trajectory of the ion is then known at any point, as it 
traverses the lens by the appropriate application of Equations (4.4), 
(4.7), (4.9) and (4.10). 
A computer model of the lens was developed to determine the 
mechanical design as well as the electric field values required to 
properly separate one specie of ion from the mixture of ions, meta-
stables, photons, etc. in the beam from the plasma. The model was 
also used to predict the geometry required to monitor the ion beam 
with the quadrupole mass filter. This geometry is depicted in Figure 
10. It will be noted from this figure that the angular separation of 
the ions of one specie from the mixed beam was designed to be 15.0 
degrees. 
The calculations were made for aluminum ions in the velocity 
range from 700 m/sec to 5 X 104 m/sec. The final, vertical deflection 
and slope of the ion trajectories were determined for ionic species 
Z = 1 through Z = 5; and the optimum voltages, that are required to 
maintain an exit slope of 15°, were calculated. These voltages were 
applied to the five central electrodes of the lens. Additional elec-
trodes at the entrance and exit of the lens were employed to counter-
act fringing. These electrodes are situated so that the field separa-
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tion between them and the base ground plate is a constant 4.0 cm. The 
electrodes themselves are 0.5 mm in diameter and the center-to-center 
separation between successive electrodes is 2.0 mm. They were con-
structed of high purity nickel (Ni #200, 99%). The entrance slit 
and ground base plate are also constructed of nickel. 
Lens Power Supply 
The values of the voltage which are calculated from the computer 
model are presented in Table VI. The potential gradients are also 
shown. In this table, electrode number 1 corresponds to the wire elec-
trode which is nearest to the entrance of the lens. ALPHA I is the 
potential gradient in the direction of ion travel for values of dis-
placement into the field of from O.O to 2.5 mm. ALPHA II is for 
values in the 2.5 to 8.0 mm range. 
From this table, it is apparent that there are a unique set of 
voltage values for each specie of ion. It should be emphasized that 
the lens deflects only the ions of a single, preselected Z-value 
from the emission beam. This deflected beam is allowed to enter the 
quadrupole field which is set to transmit this same specie to the 
detector. The ultraviolet photons and metastable atoms pass through 
the electrostatic lens, unaffected by the pulsed field, and thereby 
are not allowed to enter the quadrupole. 
The ions which reach the detector have then been doubly filtered; 
first by the lens itself and then by the quadrupole field. The out-
put signal from the detector must then be a measure of only ions of 
a particular charge. 










VOLTAGE VALUES AND POTENTIAL GRADIENTS 
ELEC':'RO!E ELECTRODE ELECTRODE EU:CTRODE 
#2 #3 #4 115 
volts volts volts volts 
20.00 55.00 90.00 125.00 
l0.00 27.50 45.00 . 62.So 
6.67 18.33 30.00 41.67 
s.oo l3.7S 22.$0 31.2s 
4.00 ll.00 18.oo 25.00 










of 1.0 microsecond was used. The values for the voltages on the elec-
trodes for the lens are obtained from a connnercia~ unit pulse gen-
erator. The generator was a type 1217-B generator which is manufac-
tured by the General Radio Company. This unit was externally 
triggered to produce a one microsecond, 40 volt square wave in the 
single pulse mode. This signal was then amplified to provide the 
higher voltages which are required by the lens. A schematic of the 
pulse amplifier is shown in Figure 11. This amplifier is a high speed 
device capable of amplifying a low level, square wave, input signal. 
Due to the fast switching time of the Motorola 2N5345 transistor, only 
an additional 25-35 nanoseconds are added to the rise time of the in-
put signal. Coupled with the pulse amplifier, the voltage divider 
network provides five different output voltages which range from 0 to 
200 volts. 
Lens Vacuum System 
The vacuum system for the original quadrupole and detector was 
modified to provide the additional capacity to house the lens. The 
major modification was the addition of a glass envelope which is com-
mercially available from Owens-Illinois. This envelope consists of 
a modified reducer cross #6250 with conical end type connectors. The 
diameter of the main section is 4.0 inches and the diameter of the 
right angle extensions is 2.0 inches. A diagram of the vacuum system 
is provided in Figure 12. The system was maintained at a pressure 
-5 -6 ranging between 10 and 10 torr for the experiments with the lens. 
Operating Procedure 
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The diagram in Figure 12 shows essentially the same support equip-
ment for the system as was shown in Figure 5. The major additions to 
the system include the enlarged vacuum system, unit pulse generator,·. 
pulse amplifier with voltage divider network, and a time delay for 
synchronizing the electrostatic lens pulse. The variable time delay 
available on the 585A Tektronic oscilloscope was used to turn on the 
field of the lens at the instant that the i.ons arrive at the lens from 
the vacuum spark plasma. 
The procedure for obtaining the plasma source is the same as for 
the initial quadrupole work. A large condenser is charged to 8.0-10.0 
KV and allowed to discharge throught the spark between the aluminum 
electrodes. The proper rf and de voltage values are set for the 
quadrupole field. The voltages for the electrostatic lens electrodes 
are selected from the pulse amplifier. The dual trace 585A oscillo-
scope is used to monitor these values to insure that they are set 
properly and are stabilized. The time delay for the lens pulse is set 
to coincide with the position of the ions that are to be observed. 
The output oscilloscope, a 585A single trace type, is set for the 
external trigger, single sweep mode. This scope is triggered by the 
breakdown of the vacuum spark gap, so that reference to zero time is 
established. The C-12 camera records the output of the detector so 
that the oscilloscope traces may be analyzed. 
+1 h . +s Some of the typical results for ionic species Al t rough Al 
are presented in Chapter VII. One of the most interesting results 
obtained in this experiment is the indication of the ionic velocity 
distributions. A discussion of the initial results and some of their 
implications is provided in the section of Chapter VII that deals 
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with the electrostatic lens. A brief summary of impr'ovements, which 
may be made to this experimental device, is included in Chapter VIII. 
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CHAPTER V 
LASER IMPACT Pt.ASMA 
Introduction 
The dense, transient plasma which is produced by laser impact 
on a solid aluminum target has been investigated. The type of plasma 
was employed as one of the sources for the quadrupole mass filter. 
In this study, the emission of ions and u.v. light was studied. As 
mentioned earlier in this report, Langmuir probes were also employed 
for an approximate determination of the plasma expansion velocity 
(Robinson, 1970). The interpretation of these experimental results 
have provided guidelines for the theoretical phase of the work with 
laser impact plasmas. The continuing theoretical study of dense, 
transient plasmas includes a mathematical model for the plasma which 
is produced by the laser. The original computer program for this 
model was' designed earlier by Peery (1970) and has been used as a 
basis for the continuing work in this area. The model has been 
implemented with improved computer techniques as well as with a re-
vision of some of the program elements. A method for computerized 
data output and reduction has been developed and will be described 
in the text. This program was prepared for a production run and some 




The laser impact model was developed to simulate the creation 
and subsequent expansion into vacuum of a plasma that is produced by 
the incidence of a Q-switched, twin-ruby laser beam onto an aluminum 
plate at room temperature. The plasma induced by the laser beam is 
defined as a modified, single fluid type. In this type of plasma, 
the ions are treated as the single fluid and the electrons are held 
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in the fluid by charge and by viscous forces. This plasma may be 
represented analytically in this manner and the plasma interactions 
are governed by the usual macroscopic equations of flow. The equa-
tions which constitute this set include the electromagnetic and 
hydrodynamic relations which determine the plasma creation and decay. 
The detailed derivation of these equations may be reviewed in the 
work by Peery, and will not be repeated here. This set of equations 
are solved to obtain values for the plasma properties as a function 
of spatial coordinates and time. Two of the significant improvements 
that the laser impact model contain over the previous analytical work, 
are the extension to cylindrical geometry and an improved equation of 
state for aluminum. This equation of state has an extended region 
of applicability to include a somewhat lower temperature and high 
density region, which was considered inadequate in the equation that 
was developed and employed by Bruce (1966). 
To solve the set of equations, values for the thermal and elec-
trical conductivity, viscosity, and the optical properties were also 
calculated by the program. The method of solution was by numerical 
procedures which are devised to obtain a computer solution of the 
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flow equations. 
These flow equations are listed below: 
1. Mass continuity equation 
2. Equation of motion 
3. Conservation of energy equation 
4. Equation defining heat conduction 
5. Equation of state for aluminum 
6. Maxwell electromagnetic equations 
Theory 
The analytical form of the macroscopic equations in the previous 
section are now presented with a brief discussion. For a more de-
tailed analysis of the plasma variables, the derivation of the flow 
equations and the more subtle feature of the equation of state, the 
reader is urged to consult the references given in Chapter I. 
The conservation of mass is 
op+ 9 ot 
_, 
(pu) = O. (5.1) 
The equation of motion is given, as usual by the conservation 
of momentum. 
where: p = mass density 
..... 
_, _, ...... 
'VP + F i + Fl v s as 
+ P [ i + µC-; x ti) J 
q 
u = plasma flow velocity 
P = total pressure 
..... 




F = laser source term ·las 
pq = total charge density 
..... 
E = electric field strength 
µ = µo 
..... 
J = current density 
..... 
H =magnetic field strength 
The viscous force term is approximated by the Navier-Stokes re-
lation (Pai, 1962). 
where: i" 
TT J 
µ = coefficient of viscosity 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
The laser source term is given approximately by the fol lowing. 
F = Photon momentum absorbed in 6t 
las 6t (5.5) 
The conservation of energy equation is given as the scalar re-
lat ion: 
where: 
~ + 9 . <s~) = (~P) + \' . "vis 
..... ..... ..... 
+ E • J + 'V • (n T) + X1 as 
= total energy density 
v = viscous energy term 
"vis 
Ii =coefficient of thermal conductivity 
T = temperature 
X = laser energy term las 
6ij =Kronecker delta function 
(5.6) 
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The viscous energy term may be expressed as 
x 
vis 
= <v . ~)nij = ~ i ij uU TI 
(lxj 
with the viscous stress tensor defined as in Equation (5.4). 
(5.7) 
The laser energy term is calculated by the program and is a 
measure of the energy absorbed in a mesh cell in time bit. ThLs term 
will vary with the type of energy pulse. A gaussian shaped pulse is 
currently employed by the computer model. 
The equation defining heat conduction may be expessed with the 
relation for heat flux. 
Q=it °9T (5.8) 
The equation of state for aluminum is entered in the computer 
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program in tabular form. This equation has been developed in previous 
research for specific use in mathematical models of the type pre-
sented here. The tabular forms of this equation is presented in de-
tail in the work by Peery. Values for the temperature, pressure and 
ionization are calculated as functions of the plasma mass density and 
specific internal energy. The values were derived, using essentially 
three models for the plasma in different mass density and temperature 
regions. These regions are shown in Figure 13. 
The specific internal energy is written 
1 2 
sint = stot - 2 pv - soscillational (5.9) 
This expression for the internal energy represents a recent improve-
ment in that a term for the oscillational energy has been added. A 
more detailed discussion of the oscillational energy term is given in 
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following general relations for the pressure, temperature and ioniza-
) 




where: = degree of ionization 
p/p 0 =relative mass density 
The Maxwell electromagnetic equation~ as they apply to the laser 
impact mode1 are listed below. 
-+ -+ -+ 
V X H = J 
-· -+ -+ uH v x E - - µo at 
op 
-+ -+ -9.+ v . J = 0 at 
The electric current density is given by 
--t -t _. __. --t 
J = cr [ E + µ ( u X H) J + p u + Source Term 
0 q 
where: cr = electrical conductivity 
The source term for the current density may be given: 
where: 
and 









e = electronic charge 





m = electronic mass 
UJ = plasma frequency p 
n = electron number density .e 
t = time 
Computer Model 
The model was formulated to describe the creation and evolution 
of the aluminum plasma that is formed by the incidence of the laser 
pulse on a plane target. The basic geometry for the model is shown 
in Figure 14. The laser pulse is assumed to be focused onto an area 
of LO mm2 of the aluminum target. For the present model, the pulse 
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was taken to be gaussian in form with an energy of 20 joules and dura-
tion of 20 nanoseconds. The above flow equations were reduced to 
finite difference form and coded for the Univac 1108 computer in 
FORTRAN IV. 
The model is based on two primary assumptions, which have been 
stated previously. First, the model exhibits a cylindrical symmetry 
and is therefore a two dimensional problem in cylindrical coordi-
nates. The laser pulse is incident along the z-direction, normal 
to the target surface which lies in the r, e plane. This is shown 
in Figure 14. The second assumption is that the aluminum plasma, 
formed by the laser pulse, may be described by modified single fluid 
equations. A prerequisite to this type of description is that one 
must assume that the plasma exists in local thermodynamic equilibrium. 
There is also a provision in the program for separating the high 
frequency events, such as plasma oscillations from the slower plasma 
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I --z.._ LAS ER PULSE 
ALUMINUM TARGET 
Figure 14. Laser-Target Geometry 
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flow characteristics. In order to accomplish this, the displacement 
currents have been neglected in the Maxwell equations and the oscil-
lational character of the problem is separately calculated. The elec-
trons are allowed greater mobility in the pressure gradients and this 
is seen in the source term for the electrical current density. From 
plasmon theory, the ions provide a restoring force to the electrons 
influenced by the pressure gradient. The result of this restoring 
force is that the electrons oscillate about a displaced position and 
are therefore inhibited from contributing to abnormally high currents 
in the plasma. 
The actual grid for the model consists of 20 cells radially and 
30 vertically. This grid is shown in Figure 15. The initial vertical 
-7 cell thickness was calculated to be 4.06 X 10 cm. This is the skin 
depth for aluminum at the laser wavelength of 6943 A. This initial 
cell size was set in order to follow the attenuation of the laser 
pulse as it interacts with the target material. One of the subpro-
grams of the computer model is designed, specifically, to cope with 
the rapidly expanding nature of the plasma. This subroutine allows 
part of the mesh to expand as the cells are filled when the problem 
progresses. The details of this type of expanding mesh are outlined 
in Chpater VI in the discussion of the spherical model. 
The absorption and reflectance are calculated at each interface 
between cell layers and part of the incident radiation is reflected. 
The nonreflected radiation is attenuated until reaching the next in-
terface, etc. The reflected radiation is also attenuated if it passes 
through cells filled with plasma on its way back to the vacuum. The 
radiation absorbed in this manner contributes to the total energy of 
I I 
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The preceding model has proven to be a flexible method for in-
vestigating .several facets of this type of plasma. The model is not 
limited with respect to the initial energy input, target material or 
computer mesh size. The pulse from the laser is gaussian in shape 
for the present problem, but may be altered to practically any shape. 
After the main program and subroutine elements are debugged, 
the procedure for a production run is as follows. Values for all of 
the flow variables are initially specified. Time is increased from 
t = 0 to t = ~t. The initial time increment is chosen to satisfy 
the Courant condition. The Courant time is determined by the max-
imum flow velocity, and by the initial grid size. It is always cal-
culated by the program. As the program is incremented in time, the 
laser pulse is absorbed and the flow equations are solved for new 
values of the flow variables at the grid cell centers. 
From these, new values at the mesh points are generated and the 
space grid is adjusted, if necessary. The program is then incre-
mented for another step in time, and the calculations are repeated. 
This pro~ess is continued until a predetermined point in time is 
reached. Values of any or all of the flow variables may be printed 
out for any point in time that is desired. The large size of the 
program presents a major difficulty. The cylindrical geometry, the 
small size of the mesh cells, the large number of variables which 
must be monitored and the very small time increments which are used 
to satisfy the Courant condition result in a computer time that is 
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very large. An example of the time that is required for a production 
run on a computer for this model is given by the last production run 
on the program. A one and one-half hour production run on the Univac 
1108 produced only _180 time increments. While this represents a 
considerable amount of data to be reduced, it represents an evolu-
tion in time of only 2.6 nanoseconds. 
A technique for reducing the large data output was devised for 
the expanding plasma sphere and is described in the section on data 
reduction of Chapter VI. A similar scheme was developed by the 
author for the laser impact model. The vast quantities of data which 
are produced by this computer model can be appreciated from the 
following illustration. For the production run of 180 cycles, the 
computerized graphs of the plasma variables require a total of 
approximately 60,000. Many of these graphs were reduced by the com-
puter to 35 mm film. If the total number of graphs were projected 
at the standard rate of 24 frames per second, the result would be 
a movie which would require 45 minutes to project. 
Some of these computer-drawn graphs are presented in Chapter VII 
to illustrate typical, initial results which are produced from this 
model. 
In concluding this section, the major revisions to the model 
are summarized. (l)The separation of the high and low frequency 
events in the plasma have produced two significant improvements. 
These are: (a) the plasma oscillations are more adequately followed 
and (b) the pressure induced currents are restrained within justifi-
able bounds. ( 2)The logarithmic mesh, previously used in the ver-
tical cell dimension, has been changed to a linear mesh. (J)An 
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entirely new subroutine has been added to the program which provides 
a check on the variables to insure that they remain within reasonable 
limits. This check-out routine guards against oscillations in the 
variables of flow which would cause the computer program to overflow 
and has contributed immensely to the increased stability of the over-
( 4) 
all program. Another feature, which has been added, is the pro-
vision in the main program for the Courant condition to be forced, 
i.e., this condition may be overridden at carefully, computer-select-
ed intervals to achieve a more practical total elapsed time for the 
( 5) 
program. The final revision that should be noted here has been 
mentioned previously and is the addition of a computerized data re-
duet ion scheme. 
CHAPTER VI 
EXPANDING PLASMA SPHERE 
Introduction 
A new mathematical model has been formulated for the expansion 
of a sphere of plasma. The present model uses the same spherical 
geometry which was employed, previously, by other investigators 
(Ables, 1963; Bruce, 1966; Mulser and Witkowski, 1968). The work 
of Ables and Bruce, who were previously members of this group, is 
employed extensively as a foundation for the development of the new 
model, which is being developed in order to bring this earlier work 
up to the present status of our knowledge of plasma theory. The 
work of Mulser and Witkowski is cited as an example of similar work 
by experts who are not members of our group. The model by Mulser 
and Witkowski is for a spherically expanding hydrogen plasma that 
results from laser impact. 
The exploding-plasma, spherical model of Bruce contributed 
significantly in several areas. These include the development of a 
fairly wide ranging equation of state for aluminum. The present 
work represents a considerable advance in this area with an equa-
tion of state that extends down to a density of one and lower, in 
contrast to the Bruce equation, which had large deviations at a 
density of one-tenth solid density. The qualitative analysis by 
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Bruce presents profiles of the density and temperature, under the 
assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium. These profiles are 
obtained in order to follow the spherical expansion of a plasma into 
a vacuum. Along with the successes of the Bruce model, there are 
several recognized defects. These range from failure to fully cor-
rect for the mathematical singular point at the center of the sphere 
to the use of an equation of state which is now rejected. This equa-
tion was found to be inadequate for the region of low temperatures 
and high densities (Peery, 1970). Bruce's equation of state for 
aluminum is replaced by the equation of state that was briefly dis-
cussed in Chapter V. In resolving the problem, improvements were 
made in the numerical techniques and computer methods which are basic 
to this type of modeling. These have been developed in the last six 
to seven years. 
With the solution for a laser impact plasma model, an up-to-date 
recalculation for the expanding plasma sphere is extremely desirable. 
The usefulness and flexibility of this model will be discussed and 
the con~truction and applicability to our work is described. 
General 
The general features of the solution by Bruce are now considered 
to be proved by information from several experiments. The measured 
emission of light from a vacuum spark by Brown (1968) verified the 
existence of a relatively cold, dense plasma shell shortly after the 
plasma begins to expand. This shell was predicted by Bruce's model. 
The rapid decrease in radiation from the vacuum spark, measured with 
the quadrupole mass filter, also seems to verify that the plasma 
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expands with a hot, low density core surrounded by a relatively cold, 
high density shell. Other researchers have also observed this phe-
nomenon. Notably, photographs of a vacuum spark indicate the forma-
tion and subsequent breakup of such a cold dense shell. Some of the 
photographs may be seen in a paper by Heinz Fisher of the Cambridge 
Air Force Base (1966). 
The usefulness of the spherical model for plasma expansion was 
mentioned, previously, in this thesis. The plasma which is formed by 
the vacuum spark expands in a nearly spherical geometry for very 
short, electrode gap widths. The exploding wire experiment produces 
a plasma which exhibits an even better spherical symmetry. The work 
of Basov (1967) indicates that the plasma "flare," which is produced 
by a giant laser pulse, expands in a nearly hemispherical geometry. 
This is shown by the shadowgraphs from the work by Basov and his co-. 
workers. From their analysis of the flare that is produced at a 
metal target, at least the dense, central region of the plasma ex-
hibits a spherical symmetry. There is, of course, other evidence 
which requires cylindrical geometry. Indeed, some the experimental 
work has indicated the requirement for elliptical geometry. This 
work includes the analysis by Robinson (1970) which shows the craters 
that are formed by the laser impact on solid targets to be elliptical. 
Since the spherical model requires a one-dimensional solution, 
and there are several plasmas which may be simulated with this model, 
it has received considerable attention. There appears to be signif-
icant outside interest as well. 
Possibly the most interesting comparison between the experi-
mental and theoretical phases of the work is provided by the explod-
ing wire experiment. The initial energy input to the wire may be 
carefully controlled and the plasma expansion may be analyzed by the 
several diagnostic instruments available in the laboratory. Since 
the expanding plasma sphere model is a boundary value problem, the 
relationship between these two phases is readily seen. One of the 
most flexible features of the model is that an unlimited set of in-
itial conditions may be specified to meet whatever physical arrange-
ment exists. 
Theoretical Discussion 
The problem may be stated as follows: at t = O, consider an 
isolated sphere of aluminum which has an initial radius, r = R • 
0 
The sphere is situated in a vacuum and is given a uniform, initial 
energy density. This energy density, E , is constant throughout the 
0 
sphere and is sufficient in magnitude to cause the aluminum to be a 
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hot plasma at solid density. This initial energy may be expressed in 
terms of the energy per atom of aluminum at solid state. The cor-
responding values of pressure and temperature are determined by the 
equation of state. Local thermodynamic equilibirum is assumed to 
exist initially and during the subsequent expansion. 
The immediate objective of the model is to provide values for 
the plasma variables, at strategic times in the evolution, which may 
be compared with those provided by experiment. 
The physical laws which govern the expansion of the spherical 
plasma and relate the many variables of interest are expressed in 
mathematical form and may be roughly grouped into three categories: 
(l)gas dynamic equations, (Z)the equation of state and ())Maxwell's 
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equations. These equations along with the relations for thermal con-
ductivity constitute a complete set which may be solved numerically 
on the computer. The gas dynamic equations and Maxwell's equations 
are presented. The equation of state was discussed in Chapter V and 
only the general form is given here. 
To solve the differential equations for the spherically sym-
metric model, one must consider the following differential operators: 
0 0 - 0 de=°&p- (6.1) 
This requires that the e and ~components of the velocity be 
zero so that only a radial velocity is considered. 
and 
The vector relations for the spherical case are given. 
-+ oA " 'VA =-r or 
-+ -+ 1 0 2 







The conservation equations are now presented. Mass continuity 
is expressed by the following relation. 
op -+ .... 
at+ \7 • (pu) = 0 (6.6) 
where: p = plasma mass density 
-+ 
u = plasma flow velocity 
The conservation of momentum is given • 
.... 
OU .... .... .... 
P[ot + (u • \7)u] = (6.7) 
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where: p = pressure 
nij = viscous stress tensor 
Pq = total charge density 
-+ 
E = electric field strength 
-+ ij 
. The term 'V • TI is the viscous force term and is derived in 
Appendix A. Equation (6.7) may also be termed the equation of motion. 
The equation expressing the conservation of energy assumes the 
following form. 
-+ .... 
(psu) - - 'V 
-+ --t -f --t 
+ 'V • (n'Vl') + E • J 
where: = total specific energy 
n = coefficient of thermal conductivity 
T = temperature 
-+ 
J = electric current density 
viscous energy term (see Appendix A) 
The internal energy may then be given. 
where: 
1 2 
= s - 2 p u - sosc 
~ = internal energy ':>int 
S = oscillational energy osc 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
These equations must now be converted to spherical form. Using 
the relations of Equations (6.2) through (6.5), the conservation ex-
pressions of Equations (6.6) through (6.8) become, respectively: 
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.Se.+ up + o(pu) = 0 




o(p~) + ~ + o(psu) 
~ r or 
Pu _ o(Pu) + ~ [Cou)2 + (~)2] = - r dr 3 µ dr r 
+ !!:, ~ + 011. oT + 1i o 2T + EJ 
r or or or or2 
(6.12) 
where: µ = coefficient of viscosity 
The electromagnetic character of the problem is followed by the 
Maxwell equations. These equations are first given in general form 
and then in the symmetry form as they are incorporated into the model. 
-t 
-t -t ~ 
\i'XE=- ot 





The current density is expressed in the generalized Ohm's law. 
-t -t -t 
J = crE + p u + PIT q 
The terms in these equations are defined below: 
-t 
H =magnetic field strength 
( = permittivity constant 
µ = permeability constant 
a = electrical conductivity 
(6.16) 
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PIT = pressure induced term 
The pressure induced term in Ohm's law is discussed in Appendix 




(6.17) = 2 
mw At p 
where: e = electronic charge 
and 
p = electron pressure e 
m = electronic mass 
w = plasma frequency p 
t =time 
Equations (6.13) through (6.16) are reduced to spherical form. 
oE + O 
Eo dt J = 
..... 
V'XH=O 
o(µ.H) = O 
ot 
op 
--9. + .:! + oJ = o 
ot r or 
J = crE + p u -q 
oP e e 







The improved equation of state was developed by Peery (1970) for 
use in the laser impact model. Since the regions of applicability for 
the present problem are similar to those of the laser problem, and 
because the equation is tabulated without regard to geometric con-
siderations, it has been easily adapted to the spherical model. The 
general form is repeated below and expresses the pressure, tempera-
ture and ionization as functions of the internal energy and mass 
density. 
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P = P(sint, p/po) 
T = T(sint, p/po) 




The equations presented in this section constitute the complete 
set required to specify the flow properties of the expanding sphere. 
The optical properties of the plasma are followed with a special sub-
routine tailored for the laser model. This routine has also been 
adapted to the spherical model. The details of the methods employed 
in this routine have been given by Peery (1970). 
The equations were coded for the Univac 1108 computer in FORTRAN 
V. Some of the details of the program construction are provided in 
the next section. 
Computer Model 
In order to construct the actual computer program, a basic geom-
etry was chosen and is illustrated in Figure 16. The physical arrange~ 
ment is shown as well as the geometry the computer actually "sees". 
For the initial phase of the problem, a total of 50 cells were chosen 
to be monitored. As can be seen from Figure 16 twenty-five of the 
cells are initially filled with solid aluminum and the remaining. 
twenty-five cells are empty, i.e., they are given vacuum values. 
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mesh points and 50 cell centers, with the interface defined by mesh 
point number 26. 
The flow variables can now be defined as the model begins to be 
formed. To keep track of the radius in the problem, consider the 
following definition: 
R(I) =RADIUS; I = 1, !TOT+ 1 (6.26) 
where: !TOT = total number of cells 
!TOT + 1 = total 1number of mesh points 
The initial conditions for the problem are now specified. These 
may be generally summarized below. 
L DR = initial mesh size (M) 
2. !TOT = total number of initial cells 
3. Initial values for the flow variables at t = 0 
4. DT = initial time increment (6t) 
The flow variables, which were defined by the relations in the 
previous section, may now be defined for the computer. The units of 
each variable are also shown. 















2 = net charge density (coul/m ) 
=energy per unit mas.s (erg/gm) 
= oscillational energy per unit mass (erg/gm) 
-1 =period of oscillation (sec ) 
2 
= pressure (dyne/cm ) 
RELC =radial electric field (volt/m = nt/coul) 
3 
RHOM =mass density (gm/cm ) 
2 
RJDE = radial current density (amp/m ) 
RVEL =plasma flow velocity (cm/sec) 
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11. TEMP= temperature (eV) 
12. XION = degree of ionization (no. free electrons/atom) 
From the definitions above, it can be seen that most of the flow 
variables are defined in C.G.S. units. The exceptions are the electro-
magnetic variables which are given in M.K.S. and the temperature 
which is expressed as electron volts. 
It will be helpful, for the remainder of this section, to de-
fine a general parameter which represents any one of the flow vari-
ables. Let this parameter be called FLOVAR. This representation, 
however, is not sufficient to completely follow the evolution of the 
problem, since one must specify the value of the flow variables at 
both the mesh points and at the cell centers. In addition, the time 
rate of change of the flow variables must be followed. .Let these 
quantities be further defined as follows: 
L FLOVAR l(I) = value of the flow variables at the mesh 
points at time t. 
2. FLOVAR 2(I) = value of the flow variables at the cell 
centers at time t. 
3. FLOVAR 3(I) = the time rate of change of the flow 
variables at the cell centers. 
The construction of the model begins with the generation of the 
mesh. This is accomplished by the allocation of 51 spaces in the 
computer memory. These spaces are reserved for defining the initial 
mesh points and cell centers. The initial conditions subroutine is 
then written to provide the initial values. For the first 26 mesh 
points, FLOVAR l(I) is given values which correspond to the initial 
conditions inside the target sphere. Likewise, FLOVAR 2(I) is given 
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interior values for the first 25 cell centers. Mesh points 27 through 
51 and cell centers 26 through 50 are the positions of FLOVAR 1(1) 
and FLOVAR 2(1) which are assigned vacuum values. At t = O, the 
time rate of change of the variables is specified, FLOVAR 3(1) = O. 
After the initial values are specified, the program is allowed 
to evolve in time. The calculations involved with each time step 
are the subject of the next section. 
Evolution of the Flow Variables 
From the boundary conditions, FLOVAR 1(1) and FLOVAR 2(1) are 
specified at (r 0 , t 0 ). New values are calculated for the cell centers, 
i.e., FLOVAR 2(1) at time t = t + 6t. A remeshing operation then in-
terpolates values for all the mesh points, i.e., FLOVAR l(I), still at 
t = t + 6t. After the initial time step, 6t is determined by the 
Courant condition. This condition is given below. 
6t =k~ (6.27) c u max 
where: t = Courant time c 
k = Courant coefficient 
b.r =mesh size 
u =maximum flow velocity 
max 
For the current model, a Courant coefficient of 0.9 has been 
used in an attempt to maintain stability. A graphic illustration of 
the remesh procedure is provided in Figure 17. This remesh operation 
is handled as a separate subroutine in the computer program. It is 
very important to note that for this operation there are two special 
cases. The interior cells may be routinely taken care of, but there 
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are two edge cells. These cells may be labeled FLOVAR 1(1) and FLOVAR 
l(ITOT + 1). 
First consider the interior cells. A physieal picture for this 
case isgiven in the diagram of Figure 18. For any of the interior 
cells, the remesh operation will be executed via a statement function 
which is labeled RESET. The arguments for this function are derived 
from the diagram in Figure 18. A value may be defined for a mesh 
point at t + 6t, based on the value of the mesh point at time t and 
the values of the time rate of change of the cell centers on either 
side of the mesh point in question. This value may be given below. 
where: 
and 
FVl(I) = FVl(I) + DELT[FV3(I - 1) 
+ DEL/DELl (FV3(I) - FV3(I-l))] 
FV = FLOVAR 
DELT = 6t 
DEL = 6 = R(I) - R(I - 1) 2.o 





Now in terms of the above parameters, the statement function 
may be written in general terms. 
The arguments of this general function are given below. 
A1 = FVl(I); I= 2, !TOT 
A2 = DELT 
A3 = FV3(I - 1) 
(6.31) 
D. t 
R(I-1) + R(I) 
2.0 
R(I-1) R(I) R(I+l) 
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R(I) + R(I+l) 
2.0 
RADIUS 
Figure 18. Remesh Geometry for Interior Mesh Points 
00 
~ 
A4 = DEL 
AS = DELl 
A6 = FV3(I) 
An example of the program flow for remeshing the interior cells 
is given for the temperature. It i.s very important to note that the 
identical order of the variable components must be maintained as de-
fined by the statement function. 
SUBROUTINE REMESH 
COMMON STATEMENTS 
C REMESH INTERIOR CELLS 
DO 7 I = 2, 50 (NOTE: !TOT = 50) 
DEL = ( R(I) - R(I-1) )/ 2.0 
DELl = ( R(I+l) - R(I-1) )/ 2.0 
C AN EXAMPLE OF FVl(I) TO BE FOLLOWED BY ALL OTHER FLOW VARIABLES 
TEMPl(I) =RESET ( TEMPl(I), DELT, TEMP3(I-l), DEL, DELl, 
TEMP3(I) ) 
7 CONTINUE 
Now the two special edge cell cases must be considered. For 
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these cases a new statement function must be defined. Let this func-
tion be called REEDG. A diagram is presented in Figure 19 which 
illustrates the remeshing operation for the last mesh point. From 
the figure, the value of FVl(I) may be derived. 
where: 
FVl(ITOT + 1) = FVl(ITOT + 1) + DELT [FV3(ITOT) 
+ DEL/DELl(FV3(ITOT) 
- FV3(ITOT - l))] 
A R(ITOT + 1) - R(ITOT) 
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Figure 19. Remesh Geometry for End Mesh Point 
00 
°' 
DELl = ~l = R(ITOT + 1) - R(ITOT - 1) 
2.0 
Rewriting Equation (6.32) in general form, one obtains 
with the arguments defined as follows 
Al = fVl(ITOT + 1) 
A2 = DELT 
A3 = FV3(ITOT) 
A4 = DEL 
A5 = DELl 




An example of the remeshing operation for the flow variables at 
the last mesh point is given. 
TEMPl(ITOT + 1) = REEDG(TEMPl(ITOT + 1), 
DELT, TEMP3(ITOT), DEL, DELl, 
TEMP3(ITOT - 1)) (6.36) 
The zero-point edge, or the first cell may be handled with the 
same general statement function given in Equation (6.35), but with the 
arguments rearranged. The geometry of the first cell is presented in 
Figure 20. From this diagram, fVl(l) is defined. 
where: 
FVl(l) = FVl(l) + DELT [FV3(1) + DEL/DELl 
(FV3(2) - FV3(1))] (6.37) 
(6.38) 
A t I R(l) R(2) R(3) 
1 t. i I ~
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DELl = ~l - R( 3 ) - R(l) 
- 2.0 
The arguments are then given for Equation (6.35). 
Al = FVl( 1) 
A2 = DELT 
A3 = FV3(2) 
A4 = DEL 
As = DELl 
A6 = FV3( 1) 
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(6.39) 
The temperature is used again to illustrate remeshing the first 
TEMPl(l) = REEDG(TEMPl(l), DELT, TEMP3(1), 
DEL, DELl, TEMP3(2)) (6.40) 
This concludes the discussion of the remesh operation. To 
summarize, a routine has been constructed for calculating the values 
of the flow variables and reassigning them to the mesh points at any 
time t + ~t. In doing so, all three possible cases which might arise 
have been considered. 
1. RESET for the interior mesh points 
2. REEDG for the end mesh point 
3. REEDG for the zero-point mesh point 
Program Condensation 
As the computer program progress in time, it becomes necessary 
to allow that the expanding plaslll.!l has filled all the existing cells. 
This means that the program must provide additional "space" into which 
the plasma may expand. The operation which provides for this is 
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called SUBROUTINE REDOUBLE. Essentially, this subroutine allows the 
program to keep the total number of cells constant, while doubling 
the size of each cell. This enlarged the grid, while keeping the 
physical dimensions of the plasma consistent with the initial mesh 
size. The geometry for this operation is given in Figure 21. From 
this figure, it can be seen that the indexing scheme remains the 
same for the linear mesh. 
It should be pointed out that there is no time evolution during 
the process of condensing, or redoubling the mesh. The details of 
this procedure may be seen in Appendix C where a listing of the pro-
gram is given. It should be emphasized again that the physical dimen-
sions of the plasma remains the same, while the mesh points receive 
a new index value, i.e., R(3) assumes the new index R(2), R(5) ~ R(3), 
R(7) ~ R(4), etc. After this process is completed, the program con-
tinues in the new, expanded mesh. 
Numerical Methods 
In the theoretical discussion, the set of equations which govern 
the plasma expansion were derived for spherical coordinates. ·These 
equations must be reduced to finite difference form so they may be 
"digested" by the computer. The final form of these equations may be 
seen in the actual computer listing, available in Appendix C. An ex-
ample of the technique used to approximate the flow equations is given. 
Consider the conservation of mass expression given by Equations 
(6.6) and (6.10) • 
.9E. + ~ + o(pu) = 0 
dt r or (6.41) 
NEW 
OLD 
R(l) R(2) R(3) R(4) R(S) R(6) R(I) 
I I I I I I I I I I I - -- -- __ _,.. __ 
R(l) R(2) R(3) R(4) R(S) R(6) R(7) R(8) R(9) R(lO) R(ll) R(ZI-1) 
Figure 21. Geometry for Redouble Procedure Showing Old and New Mesh Coordinates 
'° .... 
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The computer geometry for a single grid cell is represented in 
Figure 22. Based on this geometry, note that since all calculations 
are from values given at the mesh points, and the final result will 
be the value at the cell center, then the average of the mesh point 
values are used. Equation (6.41) is then written in the following 




= (up) r cc 
cc = cell center 
I (up)+ - (up) - l - iSr ) ( 6. 42) 
Recall that FV3(I) expresses the time rate of change at the center 
of cell (I). 
In computer language, Equation (6.42) becomes 
RHOM3(I) 1 [ R VEL 1 ( I ) -le R HOM 1 (I ) 2 R(I) 
+ RVELl(I + 1) * RHOMl(I + l)J 
R(I + 1) 
[ RHOMl(I + 1) * RVELl(I + 1) 
- R(I + 1) - R(I) 
RHOMl(I) -,'c RVELl(I)J 
- R(I + 1) - R(I) (6.43) 
Now in order to obtain a new value for the mass density at the 
cell center (I), the following expression is given. 
RHOM2(I) = RHOM2(I) + DELT -le RHOM3(I) (6.44) 
It is pointed out here that the first argument on the right-hand 
side of Equation (6.44) represents the old value for the mass density 
MESH POINT R(I) ~ CELL I MESH p ~ OINT R(I+l) 
(-) SIDE~ -r I I...,_ (+) SIDE 
Figure 22. Simplified Computer Geometry for Single Mesh Cell 
'° (,,,.)
at the center of cell (I). 
The remaining flow equations are reduced to finite difference 
form by similar methods and are included in the program. A simpli-
fied flow diagram is shown in Figure 23. The program elements, in-
cluding the main program and the subroutines are discussed in Appen-
dix C where a listing of the entire program is also presented. 
Data Reduction 
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The variables defined in the computer model section were mon-
itored and printed out by special, separate subroutine. After the 
flow equations were coded and the program construction was completed, 
several trial runs were made on the computer. At each increment of 
time, this subroutine collects all of the variable values at each of 
the 50 grid cells and prints them out for analysis. For the twelve 
flow variables, there are then 600 values printed after each program 
cycle. The print out subroutine is written so that in addition to 
the paper print out, a record is made on magnetic tape of each of the 
variable values for each cycle. This tape record is then used to 
eventually make a graphical display of the data. The procedure for 
obtaining the computer-drawn curves is briefly discussed. 
A separate program was written to arrange the raw data for sub-
mission to the SC 4020 plotter which was available at the Computation 
Laboratory of the Marshall Space Fl~ght Center. This program takes 
the raw data tape and establishes upper and lower limits for each 
of the variables which are to be plotted versus the radial coordinate 
of the plasma sphere for each time cycle. The program also provides 


































Figure 23. Simplified Flow Diagram 
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time and cycle number in addition to establishing the coordinate axes. 
The raw data tape and this program produces a final plot tape which 
is then used as the input tape to the SC 4020 unit. The resulting 
graphs are then the final product of the program run. These curves 
for the desired variables may then be studied to determine the con-
sequences of the model for a given set of initial conditions. 
Several of the computer-drawn curves are presented in Chapter VII 
in the section on the expanding plasma sphere, for the initial trial 
executions. 
Summary 
In the preceding sections, an improved model for an expanding 
sphere of plasma has been discussed. The general approach has been 
based on the equations which govern the plasma flow. The model has 
been constructed to describe the nature of the expanding aluminum 
plasma from a variety of initial boundary conditions. The author 
has drawn extensively from the earlier work done in the area of math-
ematical modeling and has profited considerably from the experience 
gained in computer techniques by the previous members of the group 
(Bruce, 1966; Peery, 1970). Many of the finer details involved with 
the derivation of some of the flow equations were worked out in this 
previous work. The terms for the thermal and electrical conductivity 
were presented in this ea-rlier work and need not be repeated here. 
The term for the electrical condtict: ivity has been incorporated into 
the subroutine dealing with the optical properties and the thermal con-
ductivity is derived, based on the a$sumption that the expression for 
.... .... 
heat flux, Q = ~'ilT, may be applied to the problem. The viscous terms 
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for the conservation equations for momentum and energy are derived 
in Appendix A. The general format of the program has been outlined 
in this chapter and the detailed form is shown in Appendix C. All of 
the flow variables, for the equations governing the plasma expansion, 
may be swnmarized by the single variable FLOVARi(I), where i = 1,2,3. 
For i = 1, the value at the mesh point (I) is given; for i = 2, the 
value at the cell center (I) is given; for i = 3, the time rate of 
change of the variable at the cell center (I) is given. 
To conclude this section, the significant improvements which 
have been made to the previous model by Bruce are discussed. One of 
the major refinements has been the complete reformulation of the model 
to incorporate the extended equation of state for aluminum. The 
validity of this new equation has been shown by the production run of 
the laser impact plasma model (Peery, Willis and Todd, 1970). The 
mechanism of energy transfer that is associated with plasma oscilla-
tions was completely neglected in the Bruce model and has been in-
corporated into the present model. The computer techniques have been 
significantly improved with the addition of a special check out sub-
routine which helps to maintain program stability by insuring that 
variable values remain within physical feasible limits. This routine 
also remedies one of the previous difficulties which was program 
overflow. The check out program constantly monitors all the plasma 
variables and guards against any value which would cause a machine 
overflow. The final improvement which should be given here is the 
computerized method of data reduction. Many man-hours of tedious 
manual reduction will be saved by this new system of data collection 
and analysis. With this method applied to the work, much more of 
the computer results can be analyzed in a shorter time. This is a 
particularly helpful feature when a new application for a model is 
being debugged. 
Some of the initial results are presented in the next chapter 
and some of the areas for improvement on the current model are dis-
cussed in Chapter VIII. 
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CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Introduction 
Theresults of the four major areas of study are presented in 
this chapter. The discussion of the data is divided into four sec-
tions which correspond to these areas. The experimental results in-
clude the data taken with the quadrupole mass filter and the electro-
static lens system. ·The theoretical data includes the computer 
solutions for the laser impact plasma model and some of the initial 
results of the computer model for the expanding plasma sphere. Be-
cause of the large amount of data, produced by both the experimental 
and theoretical work, only typical examples of the data are presented. 
Quadrupole Mass Filter Data 
The theory and operating procedure for the quadrupole mass 
filter were presented in Chapter III. The curves which are presented 
in this section were produced by the output current of the electron 
multiplier, which was the detector for the quadrupole system. The 
drift space from the spark gap source to the detector was approxi-
mately 34.0 cm. The variables which are considered in analyzing the 
curves, which are shown in this section, are given below: 
1. Ultraviolet light emitted from the spark source 
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2. Neutral aluminum atoms 
3. Aluminum atoms which are excited to a metastable state 
4. Aluminum ions (Al+l - Al+5) 
The initial response of the quadrupole detector is to the ultra-
violet light. This provides an indication of time zero. The de-
tector is electrically biased to receive no electrons. The resultant 
curves are then a superposition of the ions of a preselected specie, 
metastable atoms and u.v. photons. Two curves are presented for each 
specie of ion so that the diversity of data for similar operating 
conditions may be illustrated. The differences in the data are 
attributed to the spark source. Any two consecutive plasmas, pro-
duced by the spark source, are rarely even similar. The tapered 
electrodes are eventually worn by repeated breakdowns so that, 
actually the initial conditions for all the shots are slightly dif-
ferent. For example, a very strong breakdown may be followed by a 
weak one, etc., so that many shots must be taken in order that a 
general trend in the data can be seen. The curves shown here were 
selected to show typical examples of the data that appear most often 
for each specie of ion. 
The data presented here were taken with the vacuum system main-
-5 -6 tained at 10 - 10 torr. The voltage to the. aluminum spark gap 
electrodes was 8.5 - 10.0 KV. The total accelerating voltage to the 
electron multiplier detector was 1.0 KV and the load resistor used 
throughout the experiment had a value of 1,000 ohms. The 585A Tek-
tronic oscilloscope, which was employed to monitor the detector out-
put signal, was set to be triggered internally, in the single sweep 
mode. The sensitivity of the oscilloscope was set at 0.2 volts/cm 
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and the time scale was set at 5.0 microseconds/cm. The data was re-
duced directly from the polaroid film. 
The curves which are presented in Figure 24 and Figure 25 give 
an indication of the Al+l ions, metastables and light. The type of 
curve for Al+l, shown in Figure 24, occurred most frequently, and 
indicated the arrival of most of the ions and/or netural atoms at 
approximately 13 microseconds after the initial breakdown. An in-
dication of the Al+2 ions is presented in Figure 26 and Figure 27. 
In these curves, as in most of the other curves obtained with the 
quadrupole, the first 3 to 5 microseconds were masked with noise and 
no interpretation of this region was attempted. The majority of the 
+2 curves for Al were of the type shown in Figure 26. Several curves 
of the type shown in Figure 27 were obtained under similar conditions. 
The smaller amplitude of this curve, relative to the one shown in 
Figure 26, is possibly due to a lower intensity of the spark source 
for this shot. The first peak in Figure 26 is centered about a 
velocity of approximately 1.5 X 106 cm/sec. 
The curves presented in Figure 28 and Figure 29 were obtained 
with the quadrupole mass filter set to receive the Al+3 ions. The 
curves in these two figures represent the type most frequently 
obtained for Al+3 ions. The reproducibility, with respect to the 
arrival time, of the first major peaks of these curves is reasonably 
+4 
good. Indications of the Al ion are given in Figure 30 and Figure 
31. Two typical curves for the Al+5 ions are given in Figure 32 
and Figure 33. 
+1 Occasionally, the type of curve for Al , shown in Figure 25, 
was produced. The higher velocities of the ions and metastables, 
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shown in this curve, should be briefly discussed. One possible 
mechanism, which could be responsible for these higher velocities, is 
included with the discussion below. Consider the breakdown between 
the aluminum electrodes. As the electrodes become worn, the smooth, 
tapered points become rough, ragged surfaces. The pits and corona 
points, which exist on the uneven surfaces of the electrodes, greatly 
influence the manner in which the breakdown occurs. In the first 
few nanoseconds of the breakdown, the spark begins in the region where 
the electric field gradient and current density is greater. Corona 
points, which protrude from each electrode, would be the most likely 
region for the initiation of the breakdown. As the plasma gas is 
formed between the electrodes, the spark will then migrate to other 
regions of the electrodes. As the spark migrates across the uneven 
surfaces, the intensity of the spark will vary according with the 
current density, which is a function of the varying gap width. The 
energy density of the plasma, formed by the method described above, 
is a varying function of time. The frequency of the capacitor dis-
charge is known to be in the kilocycle range, so that multiple 
velocity peaks in the data shown here cannot be attributed to mul-
tiple sparks. Since these velocity peaks are separated by only a 
few microseconds, the particles, which reach the detector, must 
have originated from a single spark plasma with an intensity that 
varies with time. This interpretation is consistent with the data 
for all the aluminum ionic specie shown in this section. It should 
be noted that the intensity of the spark will not decay to zero 
until the end of the first half-cycle of the capacitor discharge. 
Since none of the curves show a decrease in intensity to zero be-
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tween major peaks, and since the separation between peaks is of the 
order of a few microseconds, it must be assumed that the entire phe-
nomenon shown by each curve occurs in the first half-cycle of a 
single breakdown. 
The relatively fast Al+l ions and metastables which are shown 
in Figure 25 are thought to have origi.nated outside the central break-
down region. These ions are produced by the cascading electrons 
from the negative electrode to the anode. These Al+l ions could not 
exist in equilibrium with the hot plasma which is formed i.n the 
central region of the breakdown·, but may be accelerated by the very 
high pressure gradient produced by the expanding and migrating plasma. 
No temperature determination can be made from the·curve shown in 
Figure 25, which occurs only infrequently, since the velocities of 
the particles shown by this curve, must be attributed to kinetic, 
rather than thermal, energy. 
At least one other possible mechanism should be discussed, which 
may affect the velocity of the ionic specie, which reach the detector. 
If the aluminum electrodes are slightly misaligned, the ions which 
escape the plasma, may be slightly accelerated. This small accelera-
tions would be positive if the spark plasma is formed between the 
anode and the quadrupole entrance. If the anode of the spark gap 
electrodes is misaligned so that it lies between the cathode and the 
quadrupole entrance, then the ions which escape the plasma may 
receive a small negative acceleration. Any additional velocity, or 
any decrease in velocity of the ionic specie, which is attributed to 
such an acceleration, must be considered before a temperature deter-
mination is made from the curves. 
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It is possible that the spark gap electrodes may be occasionally, 
misaligned so that the electrode points lie on a line which is ·normal 
to the axis of the quadrupole lens. In this case, no acceleration 
would be given to the ions along the direction toward the quadrupole 
apperture. 
The neutral aluminum atoms and the metastable atoms are not 
affected by the mechanism discussed above, but are affected by the 
pressure gradients which exist in the expanding plasma. The affects 
of the mechanisms, which were discussed above, are difficult to 
analyze quantitatively. One of the major difficulties, in this re-
gard, is the non-reproducibility of the spark source. 
The velocity curves, which were presented in this section, give 
a qualitative indication of the aluminum ionic specie, metastable 
atoms and light, which escape the plasma, which is produced by the 
vacuum spark. From the interpretation of these curves, an insight 
has been gained, regarding the manner in which the plasma is formed. 
Electrostatic Lens Data 
The design features and the operating principle of the electro-
sta.tic lens system were discussed in Chapter IV. Several of the 
initial results obtained with the lens system are presented in this 
section. One of the major advantages that the lens system exhibits 
over the original quadrupole system is the capability to eliminate 
the metastable atoms and light from the detector output signal. This 
feature allows the ions of a single specie to be monitored separately. 
The quadrupole detector system was employed with the electrostatic 
lens so that double filtering was achieved. The lens, itself, was 
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designed so that only ions of a predetermined charge will be directed 
into the quadrupole apperture. The quadrupole is set to receive 
this same charge in the conventional manner. Therefore, only ions of 
the desired charge may reach the electron multiplier detector. Since 
the aluminum ions of a particular charge constitute the entire beam 
to the quadrupole, the output current of the detector to the oscillo-
scope is proportional to the time-of-flight of the ions only. The 
drift space from the spark source to the detector is constant, in 
this case approximately 46 cm, so that the curve actually represents 
a distribution of ion velocities. 
The curves which are presented in this section were obtained 
-5 -6 with the system vacuum maintained at 10 - 10 torr. The spark 
gap voltage was 8.5 - 10.0 KV and the high voltage to the electron 
multiplier was 1.0 KV. The oscilloscope was triggered externally by 
the vacuum spark, in the single sweep mode. The sensitivity of the 
scope was set at 0.1 volts/cm and the time scale was set at 10.0 
microseconds/cm. The load resistor value was 1,000 ohms. The elec-
trostatic lens was set to deflect a particular ionic specie and the 
quadrupole mass filter was set to pass this same specie. The time 
delay to the lens was determined by several trials for each specie. 
The delay time which produced the strongest signal was used in each 
case. The electrostatic lens was operated in a pulsed model. The 
lens field was actuated to correspond with the arrival of the ions 
at the lens electrodes. The oscilloscope used to monitor the output 
signal began its sweep, simultaneously with the breakdown of the 
spark gap, so that zero time was established for the data curves. 
The variables which are considered in the curves presented here are 
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the aluminum ions Al+l through Al+s, the drift space and the time-
of-flight. From these variables the velocity of the ions are deter-
mined. Three typical examples of the data are presented for each 
ionic specie. 
Curves for the Al+l ions are presented in Figure 34, Figure 35 
and Figure 36. The Al+2 ions are shown in Figure 37, Figure 38 and 
Figure 39. It should be noted that the time-of-flight data for the 
+2 
Al ions, presented in Figure 37, was produced with an expanded time 
scale. It can be seen from this curve that no signi(icant presence 
of ions appears after about 80 microseconds. Al+3 .ions are shown in 
Figure 40, Figure 41 and Figure 42. The reproducibility with respect 
to the arrival time for the first major peak for these curves is 
quite good. Curves for the Al+4 ions are presented in Figure 43' 
Figure 44 and Figure 45. Al+S ions are shown in Figure 46, Figure 47 
and Figure 48. 
In all of the curves presented here, the first 10-15 microseconds 
is masked by noise and no interpretation was attempted for this 
region. The noise probably originated from the breakdown of the spark 
gap itself, which was used as the triggering source. The major peak 
for all the ions, except the Al+l ions, is approximately centered 
about the arrival time of 20 microseconds. With the drift space 
given as 46 centimeters, this time corresponds to a velocity of the 
order of 2.3 X 106 cm/sec. 
The curves for the aluminum ionic specie presented in Figure 34 
through 48 may be interpreted as ion velocity distributions. The 
distribution is in the reverse order from conventional velocity dis-
tribution curves, since the velocities are shown in decreasing order, 
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from left to right on the graphs. The lower velocities appear at the 
extreme right of the curves and increase back toward the origin. The 
range of velocities which are shown, correspond to the flight times 
of 10-80 microseconds. The velocity corresponding to 80 microseconds 
is of the order of 0.58 X 106 cm/sec. The velocity corresponding to 
10 microseconds is of the order of 4.6 X 106 cm/sec. 
One of the assumptions which is made, in the theoretical work 
with plasma creation and evolution, is that the plasma exists in a 
state of local thermodynamic equilibrium. The thermal equilibrium 
state of a plasma is described in kinetic theoryterms by stating 
that each single particle velocity distribution function has a Max-
well-Boltzmann form. The validity of the assumption of local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium may then be checked by observing the velocity 
distributions of the ions which escape the plasma which is under. 
study. The classical theory of the Maxwellian .distribution is well 
known and may be reviewed in most any elementary text on thermo• 
dynamics. The shape of the Maxwellian curve is shown in Figure 49. 
The experimental curves for the ionic specie may be compared with 
the Maxwellian curve for a qualitative insight as to their relative 
form. In making these comparisons, it must be remembered that the 
experimental curves are velocity distributions in reverse. It is 
also important to note that the curves originate from approximately 
a one microsecond pulse of ions, which are ejected from the collimated 
beam of ions, metastable atoms and u.v. photons, which is emitted 
from the plasma. 
The initial results presented here give an indication of the 
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viewed qualitatively because of the many variables yet to be deter-
mined. The amplitudes of curves should not be compared from one 
ionic specie to another. The output current from the detector is n.ot 
necessarily a linear response to ion charge. The output current of 
the detector depends, not only on the number and charge of the ions 
reaching ·the cathode of the detector, but also it depends on the 
velocity of the individual ions. However, the amplitudes of the 
curves for any single specie may be compared. 
The velocities of a Maxwellian distribution are randomized, i.e., 
they are isotropic. The most probable speed of this distribution 
will then yield a value for the temperature through the relation: 
v = 1.4 (kT/m)l.i. If the assumption is made that the ion velocities, 
p 
shown in the data curves present here, are random, i.e., they are 
6 thermal veiocities, then a most probable speed of 2.3 X 10 cm/sec 
. 5 0 
corresponds to a plasma temperature of the order of 8.7 X 10 K. 
This qualitative determination of the temperature of the plasma is 
valid, only to the extent that only thermal ions reach the detector. 
For a quantitative determination, additional data will be necessary. 
The multiple, velocity peaks, which are present in several of 
the curves, which were presented in this section, may be attributed 
to the same mechanism, that was discussed in the previous section 
on the quadrupole data. This mechanism of spark migration at the 
spark gap electrodes, in the first half-cycle of the capacitor dis-
charge, could be responsible for the variation in the amplitudes of 
the time-of-flight curves, which were presented above for the elec-
trostat ic lens. 
The major advantage, that the lens system contains over the 
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original quadrupole data, is that no neutral, aluminum atoms, meta-
stable atoms or light are present in the beam, which reaches the 
detector. These initial results serve to illustrate the effective-
ness, of the electrostatic lens system, for analyzing the individual 
ionic specie, which escape from a plasma. 
Laser Impact Plasma Data 
The computer model for a plasma, produced by the incidence of a 
giant laser pulse onto an aluminum plate, was discussed in Chapter 
V. A production run was made on the Univac 1108 computer and the 
evolution of the plasma was followed for a period of 2.6 nanoseconds. 
This run required approximately one hour of time in the computer 
central processing unit. For this run, a gaussian laser pulse with 
an energy of 20 jourles was assumed. The duration of the pulse was 
2 -12 taken to be 0 nanoseconds. An initial time increment of 1.0 X 10 
seconds was chosen. A total of 180 time cycles were produced. 
In this section, several of the flow variables are shown, at the 
beginning and end of the production run, to illustrate the type of 
solution which may be achieved with this model. 
The evolution in time of the plasma mass density, internal 
energy density, temperature and pressure are presented. It must be 
noted that the plasma is in a creation state for· all of the curves 
presented here, i.e., the laser pulse continues to be incident on 
the aluminum target for 20 nanoseconds. The first set oL curves 
show the variation of the plasma mass density and the internal energy 
density at a time, 0.50207 nanoseconds, after the incidence of the 
laser pulse. These are presented in Figure 50. The absissca for 
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this figure represents the Z-direction, along which the laser pulse 
travels. The laser pulse is incident from right to left. The point, 
O, on the graph, along z, represents the aluminum target-vacu~m in-
terface. The normal, solid density of 2.7 gm/cm is shown.at the left 
of the figure. 
The plasma temperature and pressure are presented in Figure 51, 
for the same point in time. The laser pulse is incident from the 
right, along the Z-direction. These graphs were produced by a 
separate computer program, which was used to reduce the data from 
the laser program. Graphs for each cycle were produced, but are not 
presented here because of their large number. The two figures above 
were extracted from the 37th cycle of the run. 
The next two sets of curves are presented to illustrate the 
evolution of the plasma towards the end of the run. These curves 
were extracted from cycle 173, at a time 2.4821 rt&noseconds from 
zero time. 
The mass density and internal energy density are presented in 
Figure 52. The plasma temperature and pressure are presented in 
Figure 53, for this later time. In both of these figures, the in-
terface is shown shifted back to the origin. As in the previous, 
figures, the laser beam is still incident from the right. 
Figure 54 is presented to illustrate the fluctations of the 
laser beam reflection over several time intervals, at the beginning 
and at the end of the computer run. The significant factor to note 
from this figure is the rate at which the laser beam is being absorbed 
by the plasma. The intervals, shown in Figure 54, are divided into 
-12 equal parts, covering the entire run from 1.0 X 10 seconds to 2.6 
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T = 0.50207 nanoseconds 
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T = 2.4821 nanoseconds 
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One of the interesting features of the curves, shown in Figure 
50 and Figure S2, is seen in the behavior of the mass density. As 
the laser beam is absorbed by the aluminum target material, the 
mass begins to vaporize from the target surface. The mass density, 
rather than decreasing continuously to a gaseous state, indicates 
that the aluminum atoms and ions leave the surface in fairly dense 
pulses. The breaks in the mass density curve indicate that the 
particles are ejected from the surface in groups of varying density. 
This phenomenon has been observed in the laboratory experiments. 
Several of the data taken with the quadrupole mass filter on the laser 
induced plasmas exhibit this same type of mass density variation. The 
twin ruby laser was employed to produce an aluminum plasma, in the 
configuration shown in Figure SS. The aluminum ions, metastable atoms 
and u.v. photons were monitored with the mass filter, as shown. An 
example of the data produced by this system is presented in Figure S6. 
The curve in this figure represents the electron multiplier detector 
+3 output signal in response to Al ions, metastable atoms and light. 
The dotted curve represents the trace which was photographed directly 
from the oscilloscope screen. The solid curves represent the resolved 
peaks of the original curve. The relatively steep decrease in amp-
litude at the extreme left of Figure S6 is interpreted to be the decay 
of the u. v. light emission from the laser impact plasma. For this 
data, the detector response to the u.v. light was taken to establish 
zero time. From the resolved peaks of Figure 56, it is evident that 
the Al+3 ions and metastable atoms reach the detector in discrete 
velocity groups. It is interesting to consider the mechanism respons-
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ible for this phenomenon. One tentative explanation for the discrete 
nature of the velocity distributions is now offered. 
Consider the following possibility when the inc.ident laser pulse 
first reaches the target interface, sufficient energy is absorbed by 
the surface layer atoms to escape in the form of a gaseous shock 
front. This phenomenon must occur in the first few nanoseconds. Much 
of the subsequent laser radiation is absorbed exponentially by the 
expanding plasma. In this manner, additional energy is gained by the 
vanguard of the shock front which is propagating into vacuum~ This 
would result in some of the ions moving ahead of the initial shock 
front, depending on the energy increase due to absorption. This pro-
cess, of course, must conform with momentum conservation, so that the 
group of ions which move out with additional velocity, must nec-
essarily be less massive than the group that remains behind in the 
break up. This means that there are fewer ions in the leading group. 
If the laser radiation continues to be incident on the target area, 
it might be assumed that it is not unfeasible for the faster velocity 
group to absorb more energy and break up into still smaller groups. 
Here again the forefront group of ions, having gained additional 
velocity, is less massive, i.e., there are fewer ions in the group. 
The resolved peaks presented in Figure 56 illustrate the faster, 
smaller peaks and the slower, larger peaks. While several of the 
data seems to bear out the hypothesis discussed above, other data 
shows irregularities which need to be investigated further, in light 
of target geometry, turbulence and the possible effects of material 
defects in the aluminum target plate. 
The encouraging similarity between the theoretical predictions 
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and the experimental data illustrates the effectiveness of the com~ 
puter model for this one case. 
Expanding Plasma Sphere Data 
The computer model for an expanding plasma sphere was discussed 
in Chapter VI. The flow equations and the basic computer techniques, 
which are employed to solve these equations, were presented. A 
description of the program elements is provided in Appendix C, along 
with a machine listing of a typical program. The data which is pre-
sented in this section were obtained from a very short, trial computer 
run. Although a production run has not yet been made with this model, 
the results of the trial runs will serve to illustrate the type of 
solutions which can be expected from the model. 
For the trial run, which is discussed in this section, the in-
itial conditions of the model are now given. A total of 50 radial 
mesh cells was chosen, with 25 of the cells filled with aluminum at 
solid density. The remaining 25 cells were assigned vacuum values. 
-4 The initial size of each cell was chosen to be 1.0 X 10 . centimeters. 
This corresponds to an initial volume of 6.54 X 10-8 cubic centi-
-7 meters and a total mass of 1.77 X 10 grams. The initial, internal 
energy density was chosen to be 1.81 X 10 11 ergs/ gram, which is 
equivalent to an energy of 5.07 eV. per atom. The total initial, 
4 
internal energy of the aluminum sphere is then, 3.20 X 10 ergs. 
This corresponds to an initial temperature of 2.0 eV. 
From the equation of state for aluminum, the initial relative 
ionization was determined to be 3 electrons per atom and the initial 
12 pressure was given, 2.57 X 10 dynes per cubic centimeter. An 
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initial time increment of 1.0 X 10~10 seconds was chosen to begin the 
plasma evolution. 
The curves which are presented here illustrate the variation with 
time of the mass density, as the plasma expands. Although, all of 
the flow variables are monitored each cycle, the mass density varia-
tion gives a good indication of whether or not the program is pro-
ceeding correctly. 
This variable may be compared with the evolution of the other 
plasma variables to give an indication that their values are reason-
able anc that they do not violate the conservation laws. For example, 
a high value for the temperature at a point in the grid where the 
mass is known to be zero, would indicate that the calculations for 
the temperature need revisions. There are, of course, many other 
comparisons with the other flow variables which provide a check on 
the feasibility of the computer solution. 
A special subroutine was designed and incorporated into the 
program to provide a real-time check on all the variables. This 
check-out routine not only monitors the variables to note any im-
proper values, but is progrann:ned to actually reset a variable value 
which has reached an unreasonable limit. An example of the function 
of this routine is given. Suppose the flow velocity is calculated 
at a point in time, to be a value which exceeds the speed of light. 
The check-out routine will notice this unreasonable value, and re-
set it to a value which is consistent with the values of the other 
variables at that point. Provision is also made in this routine to 
monitor the values of such variables as the temperature, pressure, 
internal energy, etc. to insure that they are maintained at values 
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which are consistent with the equation of state. 
The model may be programmed to abort, if unfeasible limits are 
reached for which no real-time correction can be made. 
With the above discussion in mind, the first 15 cycles of a 
trial run are presented. The curves in Figure 57 show the evolution 
of the plasma mass density for the first 3 time increments. The 
-10 initial time increment was given above as 1.0 X 10 seconds. The 
subsequent time intervals, which are shown on each ~raph, were cal-
culated by the computer to be consistent with the Cqurant condition. 
The curves in Figure 58 and Figure 59 represent the variation 
in mass density for the next six time cycles. The curves in Figure 
60 through Figure 62 show the remaining time cycles of the total of 
15 presented here. The significant feature of this trial run, as 
depicted by the curves which have been presented, is that the com-
puter model "flows" in a manner which is expected. The nature of 
the density variations at the interface is in good agreement with 
the previous work on this type of model. 
Since no production run has yet been attempted with the model, 
no quantitative conclusions are presented at this time. However, 
the qualitative agreement, of the preliminary computer solutions for 
this model, with solutions from previous models, and with experiment, 
indicate that the basic framework of the model is sound. This model 
is presented here as a basic theoretical tool, and not an end result, 
in itself. It provides a boundary value program which, with some 
modification and implementations, may be employed to investigate a 
large variety of plasma expansion problems. The equation of state 
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ficiently flexible to accommodate equations of state for other mate-
rials. The variety of initial conditions, which may be set for the 
boundary values of the computer model, are limited only by the re-
strictio~ that they be consistent with the equation of state for the 
model. 
CHAPTER VII I 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to briefly summarize the areas of 
research, which were presented in the previous chapters. The results 
of the four major areas of study were presented in Chapter VII. A 
general sunnnary of the overall program of research is presented be-
low. 
General Summary 
For the study of dense, transient aluminum plasmas, two experi-
mental devices were developed. These are the quadrupole mass filter 
and the electrostatic lens. The quadrupole mass filter was employed 
to monitor the emission of aluminum ions, metastable atoms and u.v. 
light from the plasma, which is produced by the vacuum spark. The 
quadrupole data, which was presented in the previous chapter, was 
obtained with an improved quadrupole system. The major modif ica-
tions, which were discussed in Chapter III, include the addition of 
a regulated power supply and a crystal to control the frequency of 
the r.f. voltage, which is applied to the quadrupole rods. 
The electrostatic lens was designed and constructed to eliminate 
the neutral atoms and u.v. light from the beam of particles, which 
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emanates from the vacuum spark plasma, and is detected by the elec-
tron multiplier of the quadrupole system. One of the most signif-
icant results of the experiments with the electrostatic lens is the 
indication of individual ionic velocity distributions. From an anal-
ysis of the data, obtained with both the quadrupole and the electro-
static lens, a better understanding, of the method in which the vac-
uum spark plasma is produced, was achieved. 
The initial results of a trial production run were presented, in 
Chapter VII, for the laser impact plasma model. Typical examples of 
the data were presented to illustrate the evolution of the plasma var-
iables. The plasma, which is produced by the incidence of a giant 
laser pulse, is simulated by the computer model. The creation and 
subsequent expansion of the laser induced plasma were illustrated by 
the curves, which were presented for two different times in the pro-
duction run. 
The expanding plasma sphere model, which was discussed in Chap-
ter VI, was developed as a boundary value model. This theoretical 
approach to the problem of transient plasmas was employed by pre-
vious members of this research group. The present model, which is 
described in this thesis, was developed to include an improved equa-
tion of state for aluminum. Other basic advantages, which the pre-
sent model contains over the previous models, include the addition 
of program elements, such as the check-out routine, and the incor-
poration of a computerized method of data output and reduction. The 
oscillational energy, which was neglected in the previous spherical 
model, was included in the present model. In addition, a provision 
was included, in the present computer model, for the calculation of 
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pressure induced currents in the plasma. These calculations are 
based on plasmon theory and are discussed in Appendix B. One of the 
most interesting research areas, in which the spherical plasma model 
should prove to be useful, is the experimental work with the explod-
ing wire. 
Recommendations for future Improvements 
This section is divided into two parts. In the first part of 
this section suggestions are offered for improvements which could be 
made in the experimental research. The second part is devoted to 
possible improvements in the theoretical research. 
Experimental Research 
One improvement to the quadrupole mass filter experiment would 
be the calibration of the electron multiplier detector. A prere-
quisite to such a calibration, is the availability of a reproducible, 
ion source. With a calibrated detector, a quantitative analysis 
could be made for the relative abundance of each ionic specie. The 
multiple veloctiy peaks, which were shown in both the quadrupole 
data and electrostatic lens data, were attributed to a possible 
mechanism by which the breakdown of the spark gap occurs. Briefly, 
it is thought that the multiple peaks result from spark migration, 
when the electrodes have become worn. An experiment could be made 
to determine if multiple velocity peaks still exist in the data, 
immediately after the aluminum electrodes have been ground to a point, 
and polished. 
Improvements, which may be made to the electrostatic lens 
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system, include the use of a calibrated detector, a modified spacing 
arrangement for the lens electrodes, and a more reliable time delay. 
The need for a calibrated detector was discussed above. The ver-
tical separation, between the positive lens electrodes and the ground 
plate, is 4.0 cm. If this separation were decreased to 2.0 cm, for 
example, then the voltages, required for the lens electrodes to main-
tain the same electric field strength, would be decreased by a fac-
tor of tow. This would decrease the problem with electric field 
fringing, and would possibly eliminate the need for a pulse ampli-
fier, which contributes several nanoseconds to the rise time of the 
pulse. 
Theoretical Research 
The number of refinements which could be made to most any theo-
retical research is practically unlimited. The computer models for 
both the laser impact plasma and the expanding plasma sphere are in 
a constant state of revision. As,additional experimental evidence 
is obtained for the properties of the plasmas, which are produced in 
the laboratory, the computer models are revised to be consistent with 
the experimental data. 
There are a few general areas in which basic improvements could 
be made to the existing models. These arc briefly discussed below. 
The mechanism of radiative transfer has been neglected and should be 
included in both models. A better technique could possibly be de-
veloped to overcome the difficulty involved with the small mesh size 
and the Courant condition. For very small cell dimensions, the time 
intervals which satisfy the Courant condition, are too small to be 
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practical. One final improvement is suggested. There should be a 
provision in the computer programs to check the conservation of mass. 
The procedure for redoubling the mesh for both of the models could 
be modified to provide this check. With the current redouble pro-
cedure, it is possible that additional mass is introduced into the 
problem, each time the redouble procedure is used. A subroutine 
could be written which will monitor the mass density in each mesh 
cell, so that no violation of the conservation of mass can occur. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF VISCOUS TERMS 
In this section, the viscous terms for the flow equations are 
derived. These terms were included in the conservation of momentum 
and energy equations for the expanding plasma sphere model in Chapter 
VI. The viscous effects are defined in cartesian coordinates and 
are then transformed to the spherical geometry required by the model. 
The derivation begins with the viscous stress tensor which was de-




= µ.( OU . + OU . ) 
OXJ ox1 
(A-1) 
The terms of this tensor may then be written in cartesian form. 
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The equations above must now be transformed to spherical co,.. 
ordinates. The components of the flow velocity, ui, are given below. 
and 
u = u sin e cos cp x r 
u =u sin e sin cp (A-11) y r 
u = u cos e z r 
The differential operators for spherical coordinates arc given. 
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These operators are simplified to the following forms because 
of the assumption of spherical synunetry. 
0 - sin 8 cos cp ~ + cos tJ cos cp .!. ~ - sin</) .!. i2._ ( A-15) 
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The relation expressing momentum conservation is the equation of 
motion. The terms of this equation are vector quantities. The com-
ponents of the viscous force vector which appear in this equation 
are now given. 
~nll ~nl2 ~nl3 
Fx = _u__ + _u__ + _v __ 
OX oy dZ 
21 22 23 
FY=~+~+~ 
ox ay az 





This equation expresses the z-com-
ponent of the viscous force. The radial viscous force term may be 
rewritten in the following form. 
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z r 
F = F cos e (A-23) 
With the appropriate differentiation, Equation (A-22) is written 
in terms of the radial flow velocity. 
- ~ Vr(Vr • u) I cos e 
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The radial viscous force term is then given. 
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The viscous term which appears in the energy equation is a scalar 




Equation (A-29) and the other terms which appear in Equation 
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APPENDIX B 
PLASMA OSCILLATIONS 
In the discussion of the expanding plasma sphere model of Chapter 
VI, an expression was given for the generalized Ohm's law. 1-'his ex-
pression for the current density included a term for the pressure in-
duced current. The purpose of this section is to show the origin of 
this term from a microscopic point of view. 
The very large pressure gradients which exist in a sphere of 
plasma expanding into vacuum give rise to a charge separation of the 
ions and electrons. In the single fluid model a distinction is pro-
vided for ion from electron through the generalized Ohm's law. This 
expression may be given by the following: 
........ -+-+ .... er-+ er-+ 
J = CJ [ E + µ. 0 ( u X H) J + pqu - - 'ii P + -· V P Pe c pi i (B-1) 
The t.erms of this equation are well known, but for emphasis the · 
following terms are again defined. 
Pq = total free charge density 
Pe = electron density 
pi ion density 
P = electron pressure 
e 
Pi - ion pressure 
The last two terms in the equation above describe the behavior 
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of the electrons and ions in a pressure gradient. The electron pres-





=Cl!+ 1 PTOT 
a = degree of ionization 
PTOT = total pressure 
(B-2) 
Consider the contribution to the current density by the ions. 
It must be kept in mind that to follow the individual nature of the 
ions and electrons directly in the single fluid model is impossible. 
However, these properties may be implied by the macroscopic para-
meters such as the degree of ionization, charge density, etc. A 
qualitative insight may be gained by comparing the displacement 
currents arising from the ions and electrons under the influence of 
a pressure gradient. 
Let the current density contributions be defined as follows, 
where: 
--+ 
J. ion n.ev. l. l. 
. J ,..., - n ev 
electron e e 
n = number density 
v = velocity 
e = electronic charge 
(B-3) 
(B-4) 
Now consider the motion of the ion and electrons in the pres-
sure gradient. A simplified diagram is given in Figure 63 showing 
the relative displacements of the particles under the influence of 
an external force. From the theory of plasma oscillations the elcc-
trons, so displaced by an external force, will experience a restoring 
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Figure 63. Relative Motion of Ion and Electron in an 





force because of the charge separation and will therefore begin to 
oscillate. If an arbitrary time, t.t, is defined as one-half the 
period of oscillation, then the displacements of the particles shown 
to arbitrary scale in Figure 63 will allow the qualitative deter-
mination of their relative contributions to the total current density. 
For the time interval chosen, Equations (B-3) and (B-4) may be 









Now in the most general case of multi-ionized plasmas, the number 
density (n.) of the ions will be less than or equal to that of the 
1. 
electrons ( n ) • e 
n. :'5 n 
i e 
(B-7) 
Also the displacement of the electrons, due to their small mass 
compared with the ion, wil 1 be much larger than that of the ions. 
f:::.r >> /::£... (B,;.8) 
A comparsion of the magnitudes of these two current density com-
ponents yields the following result. 
J ..... I << J electron 
n. < n 
1. - e 
L\R << t.r 
It should be noted that for aluminum plasmas, the relative 
number density of the ions and electrons is given by, 
(n /n.) = 13 




Equation (B-9) suggests that especially for plasmas with a rel-
atively high degree of ionization, the ionic contribution to the 
current density may be neglected. 
For the spherical plasma model, Equation (B-1) is then reduced 
to the following. 
-+ -+ _, 





Consider now the restoring forces which are a collective phenom-
ena in a dense plasma, since the coulombic attraction is more com-
plicated than that associated merely with individual ion-electron 
paris. The justification for the pressure induced component of the 
current density will now be presented with a discussion of plasmon 
theory. 
As was indicated by the argument above, the ions may be con-
sidered stationary, compared with the electrons, for any arbitrary 
time interval. This is consistent with the theory of plasmons. A 
plasmon may be defined as a quantized plasma oscillation. Kittel 
(1968) describes a plasma oscillation as a collective longitudinal 
excitation of an electron gas. This excitation is most simply de-
scribed by considering an electron gas which undergoes a uniform 
displacement with respect to a stationary, positive ion background. 
The amplitude of this displacement which is shown in Figure 64 gives 
rise to an induced electric field, 
( E I = 411 n e T] (B-12) 
where: n = electron concentration 
e electronic charge 
T] = amplitude of electron displacement 
t = t 
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a = n e ~ = surface charge density s . 
The equation of motion for a unit volume of the electron gas 
is given. 
r1 2Tl -




d2~ 2 ·n = o -+ w 
dt 2 p 
(B-14) 




w = p m (B-15) 
w = plasma frequency p 
m = electronic mass 
Consider now the external force on the electron gas which is 
the consequence of the pressure gradient across the unit electron 
volume. The force exerted on an electron is given. 
1 A Pe 
(B-16) F = -(-) e n 6 r 
where: p = electron pressure e 
A r = dimension of electron volume 
The net force on an electron in the plasma element is then given. 
1 6 p 2 
-( e) - 411 n e ~ 
n~ 
(n-17) 
The solution of this equation assumes the oscillatory Lorm, 
1 6 Pe 
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The oscillation described by Equation (B-19) then occurs about 
~ with amplitude ~ • The frequency of this oscillation is the 
0 0 
characte.ristic plasma frequency w • 
p 
Now consider the net charge which is displaced per oscillation. 
Let the cross-sectional area of the plasma element be given, A, so 
that the volume of the displaced electrons i~ A~0 • The net displaced 
charge i• then given. 
b.Q = n e(A~ ) 
0 
The current density is then written for time interval, b.t. 




Then using the expression for the displacement given by Equa-




e 'il Pe 
2 
m w b.t 
p 
(B-23) 
This term takes into account the oscillations which arc known 
to exist in the expanding plasma. It has been used to replace the 
last term of Equation (B-11). The generalized Ohm's law then assumes 
the following form. 
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.... .... .... 
J = crE + p u q 
e 'V P 
e 
2 (B-24) 
m w t:,.t 
p 
In deriving the pressure induced current density, the time de-
pendent part of the solution given in Equation (R-19) was neglected 
because of its high frequency, in favor of the displacement component. 
It then becomes necessary to separately formulate the energy content 
of these oscillations. The oscillatory component is of such high 
frequency that it cannot be followed by the computer program, i.e., 
the period of oscillation is much smaller than any practical computer 
time step interval. The oscillational energy is not neglected, how-
ever. 
The energy per particle of the oscillating electron gas may be 
written, 
(B-25) 
where the first term on the right is due to the electron gas displace-
ment and the second term expresses the oscillational energy of the 
gas about the equilibrium position. 
The oscillational energy per electron is then given, 
--+ 
2 \/ p 




and the oscillational energy density is written 
.... 









This term was coded for the computer and has been included in 
the expression for the total energy given in Chapter VI. 
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APPENDIX C 
PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION FOR SPHERICAL MODEL 
The computer model for an expanding plasma sphere, which was pre-
sented i.n Chapter VI, represents a one-di.mensional approach to the 
solution of the varied problems encountered in the complex study of 
plasma creation and evolution. The present work is a culmination of 
several years of research in both the experimental and theoretical 
areas of plasma physics. While the program to be presented here must 
certainly not be considered the last word in mathematical modeling, 
it does represent a substantial step forward in the continual research 
to ascertain the mechanisms attributed to plasma expansion. 
The trial program listing which appears on the next several pages 
is only typical, since the model is in a constant state of up-dating 
and revision. It should, however, provide an indication of the work 
that has been done and the general state of the present research. 
The actual computer program given here is a composite of fifteen 
elements, which includes a main program body, nine subprograms (or 
subroutines) and four statement functions. These elements arc given 
below: 


















A brief description of the role of each of the program elements 
is now given. 
I. MAIN The general "flow" of the program is deter-
mined by MAIN. The data is read into the computer 
via the main program. This data includes the tab-
ular equation of state and states the initial mesh 
size for the model. Also included in MAIN are the 
flow equations, which include the gas dynamic equa-
tions and the Maxwell electromagnetic equations. The 
gas dynamic equations include the conservation laws. 
Other calculations which are included in the main 
program are for the viscous force term and the vis-
cous energy term, the electrical conductivity, the 
oscillational energy and the Courant condition. Ex-
ecution, program progress and termination are, for 
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the most part, controlled by the main program. 
II. SUBROUTINES The subprograms are called by the 
MAIN program to provide some specific information for 
calculation or to provide a check on the orderly prog-
ress of the program as a whole. 
1. CKOT The ChecKOuT routine was constructed 
to monitor all the flow variables to insure that 
feasible limits are not violated. 
2. HYDROl ~igher Qerivatives of certain flow 
variables are calculated via finite difference 
techniques in this subroutine. Specifically, 
the second partial derivatives which are en-
countered in the flow equations are dealt with 
in this routine. 
3. ICOND The Initial ~itions are specified 
for the program model in this routine. The 
initial values for all the flow variables are 
given for the mesh points and cell centers in 
the model at t = O. 
4. OPTR OPTical p~operties arc provided for the 
calculations with this subroutine. The electron 
and ion c0llision times and the screening length 
are also calculated and conveyed to the main 
program. 
5. PRTOTl PRinTOuT #1 is one of several sub-
routines which may be used to display the pro-
gram description and data in such a manner that 
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it may be efficiently reduced. This routine 
has the capability to read out the data to mag-
netic tape, as well as the conventional paper 
print out. This data tape may then be used to 
obtain computer-drawn graphs of the data for a 
more convenient analysis. 
6. QUAT The eQUATion of state subroutine pro-
vides, in matrix format, the thermodynamic vari-
able values over the range covered by the model. 
This equation was developed previously in tab-
ular form and has been incorporated into the 
present model. The thermodynamic range extends 
from several times solid density to ~ 10-6 solid 
density, with the accompanying, consistent val-
ues for temperature and pressure. The general 
form of this equation was given in Chapter VI. 
7. REDBL The ~ou~e routine provides addi-
tional computer "space" into which the plasma 
may expand when .the initial mesh is about to be 
overrun. 
8. REMSH The REMeSH routine is used each time 
cycle to reposition the variable values in the 
mesh as they evolve in time. 
9. xov The calculation (~) Qf the coefficient 
of ~iscosity is provided in this routine. 





These functions provide a routine 
calculation that is not provided 
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by the computer system library. For 
example, SIN(X) is provided for in 
the computer, but an arbitrary func-
tion such as RESET (c.f. Equation 
(6.31)) may be temporarily added to 
the system library of available 
functions, i C many repeated calcula-
tions so warrant. 
A machine listing of the spherical model program used for the 
initial trial computer runs is presented in the following tables. 
TABLE VII 






























O~FlNlTlON OF VARIABL~S ************************************************** 
FVl<l> = VALUE OF FLO~ VARIA8LES AT MFSH POINTS AT TI~f T 
FV2<l> =VALUE OF FLOw VARIABLES AT CELL CENTERS AT TI~E T+nT 
FV3<1> : TI~E RATE OF CHANGE 0F FLOw VARIABLES AT CELL CENTERS 
~L~M = O~BYE LENGT~ 
ALP(l0•12> = AVERAGE ICt'lZATION AT <H~OMrT) FOR EnUATJON OF STAT~ TABLE 
~osc = AMPLITUDE OF OSCILLATIONS CCr-1) 
~Tt.<15> =FUNCTION \iALLfS f-'OR X*EXP{X) x=o.1 ••• '14 ((')PTk ROUTH1E) 
bh : PLANCK•S CQNSTA~T I 2 Pl 
~EL~ : CELL NlMBER WhERF THE INITIAL JNTER~ACF LIFS. 
C~b = TOTAL ELECTRCNIC CkAHGE DE~Sll~ 
~LT = SPl:..EC OF LIG~T <Ct,S) 
~O~K : COUPA~l COEFFICIF~T 
GELR = O~LTA R (C~) 
ut:Ll = DELTA T <SEC> 
uE.::l'i<lO) = REU"TIVE Dl:..N~ITY FOP fl.,Jl 1All0N OF STATf TARLF 
uEf\G: NE.T CHJiRGE OE~SITY (COllL/.r<',~J <~KSA) 
GPt.R : PRESSUFf GRArlE~T. 
wR = INITIAL SEPARAllO~ BETWEFN LINt.AR Mt.SH PnINTC ~ 00 
V1 
-
TABLE VII (Continued) 
c t.Al"\fOiV1 = CONTRC'L FOR t.LECTRO~AGNETIC t.:nliATTONS. II=' EA"'lJ"'(] .o.nMIT t: A"ID M 
C CHARACTER OF THE PRObLEM (GASDYNA~IC APPROXI~~TlO,.,t>. 
C tDt.<10•12) : ENERGY DE~SITY AT (RHOM1T) FOR E0UAT.OF STATF TARLF (EPG/CM3) 
C EFLOX : lNTEH~EDIATE E~ERGY TER~ 
C EFLUX : INTER~EOIATE E~ERGY TER~ 
C t.:GRM : INTERNAL ENERGY PER UNIT ~ASS <ERG/GM> 
C iO : INITIAL INTERNAL E~ERGY PER UNIT MASS 
C EOSC : OSCILLATIONAL E~ERGY PER UNIT ~ASS <ERG/G~) 
C t.PSiv : PERMITIVITY CO~STANT (MKS) 
C t.GNl : MASS DENSITY OF ALU~INUM F-OR USE H' EQUATION uF ST~TE 
C tGN2 : INTERNAL ENERGY FOR USE I~ EbUATIUN OF STATE 
C fEU = STATEME~T FU~CTIC": USED FOR CALCULATING PRESSURE GRADIENT 
C FEL = ELECTRIC FORCE TtP~ 
C ~VlS : VISCOUS FORCE TEPM 
C ITNS : NU~8EH OF CELLS INSIDE OF TAKbET SPHERE 
C !TUT : THE TOTAL N~~bER OF CELLS 
C lTOTl : ITOT+l 
C KCu = CONT POL PARAPw'ElEk TO EXIT SllBKUl:T H'iF OPTR 
c l'llC'YL =NO. CO~PLETE CYCLES OF THI:. PkvGRAfv fOR A GIVfl, TI!VE" T+r1 
c PCALl = CALC~LATES 2~0 rERlVATIV~S Uf RV~L w.R.T. R(VISC. FORCE~,VOM.CALC) 
C PCAL~ = DU~~y VARIAPLE IN COM~ON PA~KAGE 
C PCAL~ : DLi~~y VARIABLE IN COM~ON PA~KAGE 
c 1-'l = 3.14 
C t-'0 : INITifll P~ESSURt. HSIUE SPHf.:.PE:. <OY1-JFS/CM2) 
c ~o~c = PERIOU CF OSCILLATIONS ll/St:.~) 
c t-'R~s = PRESSURF <DY~E:./C~2) NOT~ •• 1 AT~s= l.UF-nf OY~F/CM? 
c p R ~ ( l 0 '12 ) = p RE s s lJ Rt. A T ( Ii H m,, , T> f () k E. Gu AT • ('IF s TAT t: T AR LE. ( n y ".Ii:- I c M 2 ) 
C ~E : ELECTRONIC CHAPGE <4.d E-10 fSu> 
C t<<l) = RADH1S CCr.') 




































TABLE VII (Continued) 
kELC : RADIAL ELECTRIC FIELD CVOLT/M = NT/COUL) (~KSA) 
HEX : NON•Sl!BSCRIPTED VftRIABLE FOR MASS DENSITY 
HHUM = MASS UfNSITY lG~/C~3) 
HJUE =RADIAL CURRENT DENSITY lA~PS/M2) NOTE.. CMKSA> 
HOVEL : RADIAL MOMENTU~ 
HP = ~AOIAL co-ORDINATE FOH PEAK PR~SSURE 
RR : RADIAL CO-ORDINATE FOR PEAK MASS DENSITY 
HT : RADIAL CC-ORDINATE FOR PEAK TEMPERATURE 
kV : RADIAL CC-ORDINATE FOR PEAK RAUIAL VELOCITY 
HV~L : FLOW VELOCITY <C~/S) 
~AT = LO~ER Ll~IT FOR R~OIAL VELOCllY <-1.1E+09) 
~D~LT : TI~E INTERVAL FOR PREVIOUS CYCLE 
SIG2 : ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY (~KS) 
~OHJ = SOURCE TERV FOR CURRENT DlNSlTY 
TAU = RELAXATION OR COLLISION TIMF 
TCALl: 02T/OR2 <CALCULATED IN HYLkUt) 
TCAL~ = ouw~y VARIARLE IN COMMON PACKAGE 
JCAL3 = DU~MY VARIABLE IN co~~ON PACKAGE 
lCOU = COUPANT TIME INTERVAL 
TEtw1<12> = Tffv"'.PERATURE.S FOR EGUATIOI\ OF STATE TAPLF CEV> 
TEto;P = TEMPfRP TURE ( t. V) 
TE~l : CONTHCL FOR MES~" - OVFR-RllN 
TEX = NON-SlldSCRIPTfD V~RIABLE FOR TEr-~PER/\TIJRE 
11 : INITIAL TEMPEkATURE 
TIC = HJ! TI AL VACULfV Tt.~·PEhA Tl'KE 
11~ =TOTAL ELAPSED TI~f 
vELCK = AHSOLLTE VALUE OF THt. RAOJAL VELUClTY 
wP : PLAS~A A~GULAP FRl:.0UENC' 
,~p~ = SGUARF CF PLASMA FRE(:JUl:.~·CY 
XA = NON-SUPSCRIPTEC IG~'lZAT10N USEu IN tQUATIUN 0F STATE 
xEx = l\JO!'J-SUbSCRIPTEu VARlf~BLf FUR lUf\IIZATlON 
XIuN = D~GRE~ OF IONIZATION (~·o. FRt.l:. ELECTRONS/ATO~) I-' 00 
-..J 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
C XKAP : STATE~ENT FlJNCTlON FOR CALCULATING HEAT CAPACITY 
C XKPC : THER~AL CAPACITY TER~ 
C XKPl : ThER~AL CAPACITY TERM 
C XKP2 : THER~AL CAPACITY TERM 
C XLA~ : DEBYE LENGTh 
C X~i:.. : MASS OF ELECTRON <CGS> 
c x~u = VISCOSITY CO-EFFICIENT 
C XMwP~ = < P.'ASS OF ELECTRON) * ( SQlJARi:.. OF PLASMA FRfQUEf,JCY) 
C xNE = TOTAL ELECTRON NUMBER DENSITY 
C XO : INITIAL RELATIVE. IONIZATIO\'-i 
C xP : NON-SU8SCRIPTED PRESSURE USi:.O l~ EQUATION OF STATE 
C XPk~ : PER~EABILITY CONSTANT <MKS) 
C XT = NON-SUPSCRIPTED TE~'PERATtlRE USi:.O IN fQUATlON OF STATE 
C lAu = CONTROL VARIABLE FOR IDENTIFI\..ATIO~ AND TPAt- 1SFER 
C*** FORMAl STATf~ENTS *** 
5 f0Kf..~AT<8E9.3) 
6 ~Ok~RT(10F7.l) 
7 fCKP.AT (50Xr26HAN EXPA~QING PLAS~A SPHERtr///) 
8 ~Ok~AT l22Xr70HTHE EQUATION OF STAT~ TABLfS USEO FOR THIS CALCUl.AT 
XlOi" ARE GIVEN 9ELO~r////) 
9 f0K~AT(////r40Xr33HINTi:..RNAL ENERGY ~i:.NSITY (ERGS/GM)r//) 
10 ~0K~~T(4Xrl~HRELATIVE DfNSITYr3Xrfl0~3•2XrE10.3r2YrElO.~r?XrE10.~, 
X~XrEl0·3•2XrEl0.3r2X1El0.3r2XrE1U.3) 
11 ~Ok~AT (1Xr16~TE~PERATLRE<EV.)J 
12 t-Ok~AT(4XrE10.3rgX,El0.3r2XrE10.3r2XrFl0.3r2XrE10.3r2Xr~l0.3r2Xr 
X~lu.jr2XrEl0.3r2X•El0.3) 
13 t-CR~AT(////r4~Xr20~PHESSURE lrYNt5/LM2Jr//) 
14 t-CKl'rAT (//// r4CiX r lql-'Rt.LATIVi:. lONli'.AT .i.Uf'•r //) 
15 fCKl'rAT(lll0.3) 
21 ~OK~AT l/r50Xr21H*****PfAK VALUES*****) 
22 t-OK~AT llOX•l4HCYCLE N~~BEk= rl4r1UA1~~Tl~t.:rfl?.~rlUXr~6•~TI~F !Nf 
XKt.l'v;Ef\IT lJSEfl FCR THIS CYCLE =•FlO.~J '""" 00 00 
TABLE VII (Continued) 







26 FOHMAT (//,15Xr39HCOURANT TIME INCRtME~T FOR NtXT CYCLE= rE10.3r2X 
X•3~H~OTE: COURANT CO~FFICI~NT FOR ThlS RUN=rF~.lr//) 
27 ~Ok~AT (5XrllOH*************************************************** 
>:***********************************************************) 
28 ~Ok~~T (////,5X•llOH********************************************** 
X****************************************************************) 
29 FOk~AT (3QX,71MTHIS PROGRAM CALC~LAl~S THE EXPANSION PROPfRTIFS O~ 
X AN ALUr.'INlJW SPHERE.> 
30 FOH~AT <2ox,9uHTHE INITIAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ARF CONSISTENT ~TTH 
X THE EQUATION OF STATE ANO ARE GIVEN PELO~:,//) 
31 ~OK~AT <3ox.2H1 •• 2XrblHTHE INITIAL sot ID SPHtqE FILLS 2~ PAnIAL µf 
~~H C~LLS WHICH ARE,fl0.~,2Xr20HCENTlMETER5 IN SI7F.i/) 
32 t-ORMAT (30X,2H2.•2Xr36HTHE INITIAL VOLGMt CF ThE SPHERE ISrftn.~,~ 
XArl8HCUBIC CE~TI~ETERS.r/) 
33 FOR~AT <3ox,2H3.,2x,30HTHE I~ITIAL lOTAL MASS CF THE SPHERE IS•fln 
X.3,2J1,.,6H6RAfv'S. ,/) 
34 t-Okt-'1-1T (30Xr2H4.r2Xr40riHE INITIAL H:.r-'PEkATllRE OF THE SPHERE ISrE"1 
Xu.3rC'.X•3HEV.,/) 
35 ~Ck~AT (30XrC'.H~.,2X•29hThE INITIAL ~HFSSUR~ I~ G!VENrF1n.~r2x,1nH~ 
XYNt.S/C~2.r/) 
36 t-"Ot-<fl.1-1T l30Xr21-'(~. r2Xr34rH~E INITIAL KtLATlVE:. 101\iIZATIOt- TS,E10.3r2X 
X,l~h~LECTRO~S PER ATUM.,/) 
37 ~Ok~MT (30X.~~7 •• 2x.~gHTHE INITIAl ~NERGY OFNSITY IS•Ftn.~r?XrtnH~ 
X~G~/~RAMrr2Xr22H~~ICh IS E~UlVAlt~T TO•Eln.3r?X,PHEV/ATnM.,/) 1--' 
00 
'° 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
38 ~OK~AT <3ox.2H~ •• 2x,45hTHIS CCRRESPONnS TO A TOTAL l~ITTAL EN[R~Y 
XuF.El0·3•2X•5rERGS.,/) 
39 FOR~AT <30Y.2Pq.,2x.2ghTHE INITIAL T1~E INCREMENT ISrfln.3,?x.BHSF 
XCONDS.•////) 
40 ~OK~AT <22X,29HTHE OHIGINAL l~:TERFAC~ ~AS ATrEl0.3r2Xr4nHCENTIMfTF 
XKSr ~HICH IS NOW AT CELL NU~~ERrF7.2r//) 



















1..ELI\ = 25.0 
COL.I< = o.g 




C*** lHt FuLLOWl~G INITIAL VALUES ARE C0~~1STENT ~1 1T .... TrE E0~ATTUN nf STATE *** 




TABLE VII (Continued) 
t..0 = 1·81E+ll 
C*** INITIAL RELATIVE IC~IZATJON INSIDE SPHERE *** 
xo = 3.0 
C•** I~ITIAL PRESSURE INSIDE SPHERE *** 
PO = 2·57E+12 
C*** INITIAL TEMPERATURE INSIDE SPHERE *** 
Tl = 2.0 
NC'f'L=O 
C*** TIM~ .1.NCRE~ENT OEFI~ITIC~' ***************************************** 
OELT : l.OE-lr 
C**** GENEHATION OF N•EXP<N> FOR XOV ANG OPTR ************************** 
uo ll.Jl N=l•l5 
Y=f\l-1 
Alt.< N) =Y•EXP ( Y> 
101 CONTINUE 
C*** E~UATlON OF STATE l~PUT *** 
READl5•5) (Q~~(K),K:l,8) 
kEADl5•6) <TE~<K)rK:lrll) 
uO 111 t<=l•ll 
KEAD l 5, 5) (EDF: ( .J, I< l ' ...;: 1 , P) 




UO 121 K:ldl 
kEADl5•5) (ALP(.JrK)rv=l•8> 
121 car, T .LNUE_ 
uo ljl 1<.=ldl 
KEAn<5r5) <PkS(.JrKlrv:l,8) 
131 COr'-4Tll'IUE 
C*** li~PuT OF MESH STZE FOk !CONG ************************************** 
k E M [; ( 5 , 1 5 ) fl k 
I-' 
'° I-' 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
C*** CALCULATE INITIAL VOLUME OF SPHER~ *** 
kRk = 25.0•DR 
VOL = (4.0•Pl*RRR*PRH•RPR)/3.0 
C*** CALC~LATE TOTAL INITIAL ~ASS OF SPHEH~ *** 
Xf.!.AS : 2.7 * VOL 
C*** CALCULATE EQUIVALENT f.:.NERGY PER AlOtJ *** 
~VON : 6.02E+2.3 
C bRA~ MOLECULAR ~EIGHT FOR ALU~lNUM : 21 GM/MOLE *** 
C THt.Rt. ARE 10 CC/tJOLE FOR SOLlfl ALUt-'lNl!M 
C lH~Rt. ARE 2.23E+22 ATO~S/GRAM FOR SOLID ALuMI~U~ 
C i:.N~RbY PER ATC~ C EPA ) IS THEN CALCULATED 
i:.PA : E0/2.23E+22 
C THt.Rt. ARE 1.602E-12 £RGS PER EV 
i:.PA = EPA/1.o02E-12 
C THt TOTAL INITIAL ENERGY 













c*** Tu OUlPUT EGUATION CF STATE TABLES *** 
t'iRlTt.C6r8) 
wkllt.t6r9) 
~Rllt.(6,10) lDENCK)rK=lr8) t-' 
'° N 
wRl Tt.. (6, 11> 
uo 141 .J=ldl 














UO lol J=l•ll 
wRllt.(6112) TE~<J>rALP(lr.J)rALP(2,J)rALPl3rJ)rALP(4,~},ALP(5,J), 
XALP<o,JlrALP(7rJ),ALPC8rJ) 
161 COt\IT lNlJE 
C*** 11"1 l lAL CONCITIOMS *****************"'****************************** 
CALL ICOND 
TIM=u.o 
C*** ~KANCH POI~T FOR TI~E CYCLES *** 
251 LAG=l.O 






lFl~~YL.LT.1) GO TC 271 
c*** Tc.Sl = OVERt1!'i cm.;TPOL. IF MESI~ OVtkUN, Tt.Sl = 1. n, IF f\C"T, =o. (j ********** ...... 
'° w 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
C~** THE DtNSITY TEST FOR OVER R~N IS MADE AT ~NO OF REWSH ••* 
CALL REIVSl-i. 




C***GE1~ERATE TE~PORARY SPARE FV2 VALUE SET I~ FV3 LOCATIONS******************* 











281 cor .. T!NUE 
C••* FLOW t0UATIO~!S ************************************************************ 
uO 5u03 I:lrlTOT 
C*** C~LL CENT~R CO-OROI~ATE5 *** 
rtC~N=<RCI>+RCI+l))/2.0 
C*** Dt.LTf. R *** 
uELR:R(l+l)-R(!} 
C*** Fv3 VALUES RESERVE8 FuR 0LD VALUES Af CELL CENTER. APE LATFR uc~r ~S TIME 
C O~RIVATIVES OF CELL C~NlfRS •********************************************** 
C••• cu~~tKVATION OF MASS *** 
KH u ~r .2. ( I ) =-1 • 0 * n El T * ( ( 0 • 5 ii< R \/EL 3 ( I ) *H t-1 u ~ 3 ( 1 ) IR CF~ ) + C ( RH 0 f'l 1 ( I + l > *kV Fl 
x1<1+1J-RHorv1<I>*RVEL1<I>>loELR>> + KH0~2<r> 
IF ( kh0~2 (I) • LE. 0. 0) kHOM2 ( 1) =RHOI'- 3 ( .l.) 
C*** Cuf'.~:::iEt<VATIOf'' OF RADIAL IVOIVENTUY *** ..... 
'° .p.· 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
C*** VISC00S T[R~ *** 
C*** CALL HYDRO! TO RETUPf\. [!C:V/GR2=PC~L1 *** 
CALL HYDROl 





lF<X~X.LE.0.1) GO TO 1001 
CALL OPTR <PEX·X~f,Rh,TfX,XEX,Pl•QE,ATE,~CO,CLT,TAUrXLAM) 
ALA~=XLAM 
CALL XOV(Gf •XEX•ALA~•TEX,ATE•XMU) 
i..,O Tu lOOl 
lUOl ,_,...u=u.u 
1011 KOVEL=<-l.O*H~0~3(l)*RVEL3<I>*<RVFLl(!+l)-RV~LlC!))/0ELR)-((pR£5] C 
Xl+l)-PRESlC!)}/DELR) 
C*** ELELTkIC FORCE TERW CONVERTED TO C b S *** 
~EL=~ENG3(!)*~ELC3CI>•l.OE-Ol 
C*** V!SLOUS FORCE TER~ *** 
~VIS=1·33*XMU•(PCAL1+2.0*((RVEL1(!+1>-RV~ll(l))/0FLR>-2.0*RVEL3(!) 
X/RCE '") 
C*** Cu~~L~TION OF ~OVEL *** 
~OVEL=ROVEL+FVIS+FEL 
KV~L~<I>=RVfL3(l)+GELT*<ROVEL/RH0~3li)) 
c*** CHECK TO SEE kVEL.LT.u.11c *** 
1FlR~EL2<I>.GT.1.1E+09) RV~L2<l>=t.lt+09 
!:lAT=-l • 11:::.+flg 
1Flk~EL2(1).Ll.SAT) kVtL2<I>=sAT 
C*** E;,Et\61 DENSITY CALCLLATI0N *** 




TABLE VII (Continued) 
~FLuX:EFLUX-CFRES3CJ)*kVEL3(1)/RCfN>-<C(PRESlCI+ll*RVfllCI+l)l 
X-<PRtSl<I>*RVELl(!)})/OELR> 




















Xl\l·..lC =. XKAP C T~tJP 3 ( I ) , TAU' XI Or\ 3 ( I ) , RHOl',j C I ) ) 
C*** TriEk~~L TER~S I~ ENEPbY EGUAT10~ *** 
t.FLLx:EFLUY+ ( ( XKPC/PCEh) * ( C Tf:.VP1 l I+l >-TEtvPl Cl>) /DFLR) l 
c.FLLx:EFLUX+<CCXKP1-XKP2)/UELFJ*lCT~~Pl(l+l)-TE~P1 (!))/nELR)) 
C*** JCALl: 02T/U~2 lCALCLLATEO PREVI00SlY bY HYnROl) *** 
c.F u:x:EFLUX + ( x I( PC *TC AL 1) 
C*** Cu~~EKVATIO~ UF C~ARGE *** 
LE i'. Cc::: C I ) =fl Er·' Q: C I ) - ( U:. l T * ( ( k JD F 3 ( l ) I K <..FI\ ) + C ( R ,,Jn E l ( I+ 1 ) -R JOF 1 ( I ) ) In r:: 
XLR) ) ) 
c*** CHE~~ FRE[ C~ARGE DE~SITY .LT. o.~ TUTftl tLECTRON CHAR~E *** 
,...... 
'° °' 






C*** ELEtTHICAL TER~ *** 
~FLU~:EFLUX+C~ELC3<I>*kJDE3(1)*10.0) 
~FLOX:EFLUX-CEGR~3<I>*<PHOM2<I>-R~OM3<1))/0ELT> 
c*** New E1 ... E'RGY TER~' *** 
~Gk~2(l):EGR~3<I>+<DELT*EFLOX/RH0~2(1)) 
C*** ELECTRIC FIELD *** 
KELC~<I>=RELC3<I>+<<DELT*R~DE3(I))/lPSIV> 
C*** CURRE~T DENSITY CALCULATION *** 
C*** ELECTRICAL CONCllCTIVITY - M K s -usl~G ~I~nERMANN-FRANZ RATIO *** 
c*** CuNUU~TIVlTY - CGS *** 
5lb2;(XKPC•2.75E+04/TE~F3<I>> 
C*** CuNUU~TIVITY - ~KS - *** 
~lb2=SIG2/9.uf +09 
C*** CALCULATIO~ OF SOURCE T~P~ *** 
Cll=t-ED<XIN'3( J+l) •PKES3<I+l>) 
Cl~=t-ED < X IOt<3 <I l •PRES3 <I)) 
uPlR=<C11-c12>IDELP 
C*** CALCLLATIO~ OF TOTAL ~LECTRON NU~bFR OFNSITY *** 
XN~:kH0~3<I>•b.02E+22*XION3(l)/2.70 
1FO:NE•LE.0.0) GC TO 15fiP 
~P~=~•O*PI*Y~l•GE•GE 
wP~:v.p2/Xlv'f 
C*** V~CTOK OISPLAt~~E~T *~* 
~P=\t.Pt>**0.5 
;.r.· ~Pi:::: Xr.r;t. *\oiP C:'. 
AOSC<I>=DPEP/(X~E*X~~P~> 
C••* P~R1cu OF OSCILLATIC~ *** ...... \D 
....i 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
POSC<I>=2.0*PI/wP 
C*** SOUNCt TER~ *** 
SOK~=AOSC<I>•l.6E-19•XNE/OfLT 
C*** AMPLITUDE OF OSCILLATlO~ *** 
AOSClI>=ABS<AOSC<I>> 
C•** CURRENT DE~SITY *** 
K~UE~<I>=<SIG2•RELC3(J)}+(GENG3<l>•KVFL3<I>*l•OE-02}+ 
XlSORv*l.UE-04) 
C*** OSClLLATIONAL tNERGY <ERG/GM) *** 
ECSC~<I>=o.5•A0SC<I>•AOSC<!>•~P2 
~OSC2<I>=EOSC2<I>*X~t•XNE/RH0~3Cll 




H~UE~CI>= <SlG2•RELC3(1)) + <DiNG3(ll*RVtL3Cl>*l•OE-02) 
t.OSC~<I>=o.o 
C*** CALCULATIOl\i OF PRESSURE• lCNIZtiTION M~r TEIVPfRATllPF *** 
lbOO t.Gl'l1l = RHCN2 (I) 
t.G~2:EGRM2(J)-C0.5•<RV~l2(l)*PVEL?ll)))-t0SC2(1) 
C*** C~LL tQUATJON OF STATE ROUTINE ******************************************** 
CALL QUAT<E0Nli~GN2rXPrXTrXA) 
t.GK~'.::: < I ) =E m.:2 
t<HU~ L':'. CI) =ECf\'1*2. 70 
.diJl\.c::: (I> =x A 
PRi:.St:: (I) =xP 
lEiv:Pe:<I>=XT 
lFlkHOM2(J).Lf .PRH0W) 00 TU ~nJl 
t->RHOl>\=Rl-'OW2 ( l) 
t\f\=PcEN 
2001 vELC~=Ah~(RVEL2(1)) 




TABLE VII (Continued) 
2010 !F(PKES2<I>.LE.PPRES> GO TO 2020 
PPRE5:PRES2<I> 
RP=RCEN 




C*** S~T Fv3'S TO DfRIVATIVES ************************************************** 











5050 L.0i-...T .i.NUE. 
T lflr;:l IM+DEL T 
C*** THE FOLLOWING CARO LIMITS THE 0UTP11l ~y NUM~ER OF CYCLFS**********~ 






'""' '° '° 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
"RlTt.<6,23) 
~RlTt.(6,24) PRHO~rPRrPRVELrRV,PPRES•kP•PTFMP•RT 
wR l Tt. < 6, 2 5 > 
C*** COUkA;~T CONDITION ******~****************************************** 
C*** llNEAk MES~ ONLY *** 
TCUL'=O. 0 
IF<PkVEL.LE.0.0) GO TO 5070 
rcou=DELR/PPVE-..L 
C*** CHOICE OF TI~E INCRE~t.NT FOK NEXT CYCLE *************************** 
5070 ~Dt.LT:DELT 
UELT : COlJI< * TCCll 
C*** NOTt. LOURANT CGEFFICI~NT : Q.9 ************************************ 
1FlrtLT.GT.1.GE-oq) CELT = 1.nE-00 
~R!Tt.<6r26) TCOUrCOU~ 
!FlTtSl.GT.0.5) CELN : CELN/2.0 
nR!Tt(6,40) RRP,CFLN 
c*** C0NUITIONS FnR CALLING PRTOT CAN bF AUOEO HERE LATFR *** 
CALL PRTOTl 
c*** AUDlTlONAL CONCITIO~S FOP Tt.RMINATIOh CAN R~ AncEn HERF LATER ***** 
lFlT!M,GT.1.UE-06) Gu T0 6U01 




















C*** I~N lo - 67 *** 
1 ~OHMAT (3QX,1HlrlOX,41H~ASS DENSITY IS LESS THAN 2.7 f-07 GM/CM~> 
2 FOR~AT (30Xr1~2.1ox,4oh~ASS DENSITY lS GREATER THAN 5.40 G~/C~3) 
3 ~O~~AT C30XrlH3,10X•30h0SCILLATION tNERGY IS NEGATIVE> 
4 ~O~~AT (3QX,lH4,10Xr54hINTERNAL ~NEkGY IS lNCONSISTENT WITH EPUATI 
)uN 01- STATE> 
5 1-0k~AT (3ox.1~~.1nx.31HPRESSURE LES~ T~AN 2.25E-04 8AR) 
6 ~Ok,..AT C30X,lH6,lOX,33HPRESSURt GR~AffR THA~I 10 WFGABAR~) 
7 ~OkM~T <3ox.1H1,1ox,35hRELATIVE IO~lZATIUN GkEATfP THA~ 13) 
8 1-0k~AT C30X,lhA110Xr31HRELATIVE.. lONlZATION IS NEGATIVf) 
9 1-CH~AT (30XrlH9,lOX,35hTE~PERATURF 15 LESS THA~ n.0235 FV.) 
10 l-Ok~~T(29X•2HlO,lOX•33hTE~PERATURF lS GREATER THA~1 5 KtVJ 
11 f0K~~T(29X•2Hlltl0Xr43HPAOIAL FLO~ ~ELOCITY EXCEEns 1.o~+ng CW/SEf 
X) 
13 t-OKtw'~T <lOX,~71-JOPt:PATIC~'AL CORRECTIUNS HAVE bEE..N P..'AOt tlECAUSE OF P 
X~A~C1~ rl2r4H AT ,y4,17~ MESH POI~TS ANO r!4rl3H CFLL CENTFHS) 
14 1-01-<rvi-:.T (///rlOXdOBHLUHING THE CultkSt CF THE PROFlLE~ IT t.1 AY RF NEC 
X~S~AkY TO PEHFOR~ TH~ OPERATIONAL ~vkPECTIONS ENl'~ERATEO PELOW) 
15 1-0Htv.AT (/,23X'13HREASOI" NUMB~R) N 0 
t-' 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
16 ~OKMAT <29x,2~13,1ox,6~HFREE CHAR~E 0E~SITY t:.XCEEns 10~ OF TOTAL F 
XLECTkON CHARGE DENSilY> 
17 FORMAT (29X,2H14rlOX•69HRAOIAL CGRRENT DENSITY EXCEEDS (10~ R~O Tn 
XTAL ELECTR0~)•(10~ C-LIG~T>> 
lF(NlYL.GT.n> GO TC 19 















19 uo 2o 1=1•15 
iv1C(l):O 
i'<Cll):O 
26 1..0r,, 1 J. NUE 
~A1:1.0E+OC? 
:::iil=-l·O•S.AT 
00 l~Ol J:l,llOTl 
J.FlRnOMl(J).~T.2.67E-07) GO TO ?9n 






TABLE VIII (Continued) 
RHOMl(J):2.70E-07 
290 lFlRHOMl(J).LE.5.4) bO TO 300 
MC(2):MC(2)+1 
RHO~l(J):5.4 










lFlEbRMl{J).LT.TASK> GO TO 340 
lFlEbRMl(J).GT.TISK> GO TO 340 




!FlXP.GTe2.?4E+02> GU TO 3b0 
MC l 5J :~C ( 5) +l 
PRt.Sl<J>:2.25E+02 
360 FPZ=~.5E+15*RHOMl(J) 
!F<XP.LE.FPZ> GO TO 370 
iYJC l 6) :tl.C < 6) + 1 
PRt.Sl<J>=FPZ 
.370 Xl0t<l (J):XA 
lF<XA.LE.13.0) GO TO 360 
r-iC <7) :MC ( 7) + l 
xIONl<J>=13.0 






TABLE VIII (Continued) 
:390 TEMPl(J):XT 
lFlXT.GT.0.0234) GO TO 400 
MCl9):MC(9)+1 
TEMPl(J):0.02:35 






lFlDE.NGl<J>.LE.CHIG> GO TO 420 
MC (1 ;j) :,_,C ( 13)+1 
OENQl(J):Ct-iIG 
bO Tv 430 
420 lF<DE.NQl(J).bE.CHAG) G0 TO 430 
MC ( 1.3 > :r;,c < 13) + 1 
LJENCH < J) =C~AG 
430 CUK=CHAG•3.0E+07 
CAH:-CUR 
lFlR~DEllJ).LE.CAR)GO T0 4~0 
MC tl'+) =MC ( 14) + 1 
t<.JUEl(J}:CUP 
"O Tu 450 
440 lF\RJOEl(.J).&~.CLR)GU TO 450. 
iv1C <14 >:MC ( 14) + 1 
r<JUEJ.(J):CAP 
450 lF(R~ELl(.J).Lf.SAT) GO TO 46U 
1V1C<l1>=MCl11)+1 
1-<VE.Ll(J):SAT 
"'o Tu 470 N 0 .p. 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
q60 lFtRvELl<J>.GE.SlT) bO TO ~70 
1v1C '11 >:MC ( 11 ) + 1 
t<\11:.Ll(J):SIT 
470 LFlJ.GT.ITOT> GO-TO 1001 
iF~RHOM2<J>.sT.2.67E-07l 60 TO 490 
r-.Cll):NC(l)+l 
KH0~2(J):2.70E-07 
490 1FtRHOM2<J>.LE.5e4) 60 TO 600 
NCt2>:NCl2)+1 
RHOM2(J):5.4 
600 1FlEvSC2(J).~E.O.O> 60 TO 610 
NCl3):NCl3)+1 
t.OSC,c(J):O.fl 







!FlEbRM2lJ).LT.TASK) GC TO 640 
1FlEbR~2(JJ.GT.TlSK> GU TO 6~0 
1.:10 Tv 650 
640 i'lCl4):NC(4)+1 
t:.Gt<fv,t:'. < J) =E01\J~ 
650 PRt.S~(J):XP 
1FlXp.GT.2.2~t+02) Gu TO 660 
i'IC l 5 >:NC ( 5) + 1 
PR~S~(J):2.25E+02 
b60 FPL=~.St+l~*R~0~2(J) 
IF\x~.LE.FPZ> GO TC o7u 
1\iC { 6) :NC ( fi) + 1 N 0 
VI 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
PRt:.Si:d J > =FP Z 
670 XlON2(J):XA 
lF(XA.LE.13.U) GO TO 680 
r;1C ( 7) :NC ( 7 > + l 
xiuN~<J>=1:.11.u 
680 lF(X~.GE.o.o> GO TO o9U 
r-.C ( 8 ) :NC < 8 ) + l 
xioN~<J>=o.o 
690 TEMP2<J>=XT 
lFlXT.GT.0.0234) GO TO ROO 
NC(9):NC(9)+1 
TEMP.:< J > =o. P.2.3Ci 






iFlD~NG2<0>.LE.CHIG) GO TO A2C 
h c l 13 ) = t,c ( 1 3 ) + 1 
uE::h;G~ < J) =CHH, 
00 T0 830 
820 IFlC~NQ2(J)~GE.CHAG> GO TO A30 
1 .. C ( 1 j) =NC ( l 3) + 1 
uEi-4Gc:. ( J > :CHAG 
830 CUk:LHAG*3.r~+n7 
CAt<=-CUR 
iFlRvDE2(J).Lf.CAR)GU T0 H40 
i~C l l 4) =MC ( 14) + 1 
KJUf c;.(J)=CUR 
1.JC Tu 850 




1"4C U 4 > =f'~C ( 14 > + 1 
rhJUE:~ ( J) :CAP 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
850 lf(R~EL2<J>.LE.SAT) ~OTO 860 
'"C ( 1 l) =NC ( 11>+1 
l'(\IELC:<J>:SAT 





uo lull 1=1•15 
IF<M~<I>.GE.l> GO TO lu09 
lF<N~<I>.GE.l> GO TO 1009 
bO TU 1011 



















C*** THIS ~llAROlJT I~E CALCULATES u2V /UR2 Al'iD 02T /OR2 FOR V ISCOl lS Al'-!O Jl-lf.::Pfv'AL 
C CUf\JUliL TI ON TEkr.'S IN ENERGY AND tAOMfNTUIV E~I JAT !Of\JS ***************** 
IF<I.GE.ITOT) GO TO 501 
IF<I.LT.2) GO TO 301 









00 Tu 510 




TER~~o=<TEWP3<4>-TE~P3(3)) /(rELR•Ol~?) N 0 
~ 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
TEk~ll=<RVEL3<3>-RVEL3<2))/(0ELR*Olf2) 
TEkM21= <TEMP3<3>-TEMP3(2))/(0ELR*OlF2) 









C••* 2NO DERIVATIVES AT CENTER OF CELL NO. 2 ************************** 
TE~~l6= TER~lO-TERMll 
TEk~26= TER~20-TER~21 





~o Tu s10 




















C*** 2ND OtRlVATIVES AT CE~TEP OF CELL ITOT-2 ************************* 
TEk~l6=TER~10-TERM11 
TER~26=TER~20-TER~21 
















C*** THIS HOUTINE PROVIDES THE INITIAL COhOITIONS FOR THE PPORLEM ************** 








C FOR T~E INITIAL P~ASE OF THIS PROBLE~ THERE ARE 50 CfLLS1 ITrT : 50. 
c TH~R~ ARE 2~ CELLS Ir~ITIALLY FlLLfO ~ITH SOLin ~ATERIAL ANO 2~ CELLS ~HICH 
C ARi:. E.MPTY <FILLED wITH P.'ATERIAL OF Af<FllTRAl-HLY LCw DEt-1SITYrVACUl_IM VALUES>. 
C Tht.R~ APE ITOT+l OR 51 ~ESH POINTS. INTERFACE IS AT ~ESH POINT ~ 2~. 
C*** Gt.NtfiATE MES~ *** 
t-<<l> = o.o 
uO 5 I=l•IT0T 
t< < .i. + l > =R ( I ) +Oh" 
5 l.Ci\il lNUE 
C*** FlLL MESh POINTS ~IT~ FL0VAH l~ITIAL VALUtS *** 
uO 27 1::1,ITOTl 
lF\l.GT.26) G0 TO 26 
C lNJ.TlAL COl"-:['ll!O!\'S If\iSlf;E TAkGE.T SPht.RE 
uE.liGl<I>=o.n 
t.Gktil<I>=EO 
t.O!:>Cl (I ):O.fi 
PRt.Sl (I> : PO 
RELC1<I>=o.n 







XIONl (I >=xo' 
GO TO 27 
TABLE X (Continued) 











27 COl'lll lNUE 
C***FILL Ct.LL CENTERS *** 
uO 3U I:l,ITUT 
lF<I.GT.25> GO TO 2€ 
C lN1TlAL CO~DITIONS AT CELL CENTFRS l~ SPHERE 
uEr110.::<I>=o.o 
t.Gt<tw'~CI>=EO 
t.OSC.:::: CI> :o • (1 




r<Vt.LC::: (I) :o • fi 
lEfv;Pc:'.C I >=TI 
AIUl\Jc:: c I> =xo 
GO lv 30 
N .... 
N 
TABLE X (Continued) 










X I 0 I"-' 2 < I ) : 0 • C 
30 CONTINUE 
C*** SPECl~Y I~ITIAL Tl~E HATE OF CHANGE UF THt FLOW VAPIAbLE~ *** 







K...ll.JE.;i (I> =o •fl 
k Vt.L.!i < I> =o. f1 
TE:.MP3<I>:o.fl 
XIUN,j(l)=o.o 
.31 COl\IT 1 NUF 
kETUKN 











lF(lJt..ilJS.GT.O.O)GC TO 19~ 








lFlXNEL.LE.O.Ol GO TO 9~ 
v.P=\'ib**0.50 
xl\iA:cRH0*6·023E+22 
>..l\iA:Xf\JA/2 • 7 
IF<Xll·LT.EFR) GO TO 65 
C CALt...ULAJION OF T~E CEPYt LFl\GT~ ¥T.bT.t.~P 
r~l:;O 
uC 4Y N=l'13 
lFlN1.GT.llGU TO 47 
uEL=r1 
.i.F lZtJ.LE .nE7) ~ t=2 
47 CIL=u.o 







TABLE XI (Continued) 
w2:4.0*Pl*Gf•OE*XNA•<ZB+<RN1*03*G3)+(R~2*PEZ*QE7}) 
XLA~:CXT1/W2)•*0•5 
bO Tu 69 





lF<AR~·LE.O.O)GO TC 66 
XLA~:(W2/W3)**0e5 
bO Tu 67 
66 XLAPl:t.OE-OP 
67 lAG:1.o 














UO 7j l\J:lrlU 
1FlF14·GT.ATt<~))v3:~+l 
tj 1t>=tv3 
73 C01" T !NUE 
1F<E15.LT.O.~)GO TC 197 N . .,.... 
I.JI 
lF(815eGT.14.llGC TO 203 
74 M4:t-13-l 








til 9:ALOG <EHP,) 
XT3=b15-2.0+(P17/A19) 
79 XT1+:1.0/XT~ 












lF<XTl~LT.e~ue>GO TO 95 
~8 olu=>.~E•XTl 
TABLE XI (Continued) 












lFlXTl.GT.EFR>GO TC 93 
IF lBAU2. GT. RAU 1 >T AU:BALi2 
GO Tu 95 
93 TAU=bAU2 
GO Tv 95 
96 TAu:u.o 
95 LAG:1.o 
00 Tu 210 
196 bl2=1.1 
"O Tu 89 
197 bli.+=o.s 
1vi3=2 
~o Tv 74 
198 TAu:u.n 
XLl-'N'=O • 0 
203 uli.+:12·8*EXPll2.~) 






















C*** THI~ SUBROUTINE PRil\TS OUT VALllES OF THE FLOW VARI~BLE~ *********** 
1 ~OH~AT c2ox.~2HT~E FLOW VARIARLES HAVE Thf FOLLO~ING VALUFS wµEN T 
x:,~1u.312Xr15~AT CELL CFNTtRS) 
2 ~Ok~AT(4Xr4HCELLr4Xrbt~RAOIUSr5Xrl2HMA~S UENSITYr3X•15HlNTFHNAL FNF 
XKGlrjX•8HPRESSUREr2X•19HRELATIVf !O~lZATinN11X•1l~Tf~PERATUREr2Y• 
Xl3hFLOW VELOCITY> 
:3 f- 0 t'< t- ~ T ( 5 X , ~ Hl-.C • , 5 X ' 4 H ( C ~ ) , d X • 8 H ( G~ IL. M ~ ) , 9 X , PH ( ERG I GM ) , 5 X r 1 01-l (r)Y f' 'f I 
XL~~)r3Xr15H(tLECTRO~/AT0~),7X,4H(FV)r7XrbHlCM/SfC},/) 




8 ~Ok~AT (//r73Xr35HPLAS~O~ OSCILLATI0~ CHAPACTERJSTICS) 








TABLE XII (Continued) 









UO 1~1 ..J=l•ITCT 
ftRlT~(6r7) Jr~CENC~), GfNG2Cv)rP£LC2(J),RJDE2(J),PO~C<~>rFCSC?(J), 
XAC~C<J> 
151 cor'ljTlNUE 
C*** Tu MA~E DATA TAPEr PEMO~f COWMENT ON NFXT THREE WRITE CAPOS**************** 
wRlTt:ClPLT) TIW,NCYL•<RCEN(J),HH0~2lJ)•EGPM2<J>rPPES2<JJrXlON~(J), 
XTEMP2(J)rRVFL2<J>rDE~Q2(J)rRELC2{J)rk..JOE2(J)rP05C<.J>rFCSC2(J)rAnSr 



















7TES1 rTirTICrTJVrXIOf'.!1(51) rXIOt·2(51> rXTON3<51) rXO•PO 
t:.GNl=EQNl/2.70 
pJ:3.141 
lFlE~Nl.LE.2.0> GO TO 210 
c..Gf'>j1:2 • 0 
GO TU 230 






00 T0 200 















00 235 t<=2•f 
lF(~AO.GT.2> GO TO 233 
lF(Ot.N<K>.GT.EGNl) KAO:K 
233 t;ARF=o.o 
235 COt-.iT .LNUE. 
.JALJ:KAD-1 
blo:uEN<KAr.)/QEN<~AO) 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
cl 7=t.GN1/DE"-• (~AO) 
d18:AL0G(R17)/ALOGCF16) 
!F(E~Nl.LT.6.0E-01)60 10 237 














t.G=t- 0*3. 55E+l0 
.LF(E1.;.it-tl.GT.1.fl) GC TO 241 
iFltu.GT.O.O)tG=o.o 
"O Tv 241 
237 L.Au=u.n 
1F<E~~l.LT.l.GE-Ol)GO TC 23q 





TABLE XIII (Continued) 
XNA:b.OE+22 
.11.NA:XNA•EGf\!1 















uo 2'+7 1<:2.11 
1FlKbE.GT.llGO TC 24~ 
d2~=t.DE<KAnrK)/EOE(JAOrK) 
KK T (rd =ALOG ( EeE ( ..iAD, K) ).+ (fH8•ALOG c !;c~)) 
td< I <I\) =EXP ( Rl\T ( K) ) 
t<KTll\):PkT(K)-EG 
J. F o• KT ( IU • GT.Er; IF ) Kr• r::.=K 
245 dflt<F=0.(1 
~47 \.ONliHUf 


























"O Tv 290 





xP=E: XP ( F 2<?) 
"'o Tu 200 
252 u21=crlF-RKT(11) 











































C*** G~N~RATIO~ OF ~E~ CO-OROI~ATES FOR Gkl~ ***********~**************** 
C*******~ThlS ROUTl~E PRCVIDES ADDITIO~AL SPACt INTO WHICH T~F PLASWA MAY 
C tXPANO AFTEP ALL fXISTl~!G CELLS HAV~ REEN FILL~n ****************** 
C*** DOUbL~S LINEAR WES~ O~LY *** 
uR=2.0*DR 
rdl>=o.o 
t..JO 5 I=l•ITOT 
r<(l+l):p(J)+iJf. 
5 COl'oiT.1.NUE 
C*** A~SlGr. Fv 1 VALlifS I" T Ht: NEW t:XPflr-.;f'tlJ ME SH *** 
uO lt> I=lrlTUTl 
u.=2*1-1 
!FllK.GT.ITOT+l) GC TO 13 























<JO Tv 15 
TABLE XIV (Continued) 









T E i•; P l C I > : T I C 
.do~1CI>=o.o 
1FlI.GT.ITOT) GO TC l~ 













15 i..:.or~T H 1UE 
KETUkf~ 
t:NO 















7TES1 , TI , TIC , TI IV, XI 01\ 1 ( ~ 1 > , XI Ot 12 C 51 > , XI 01\J.3 < 51 ) , x 0, PO 
C•••REMSH THE l~TERIOR ¥ESH POINTS *** 
C*** IMP~PTANT ~0TE •••• TbE AkGUMENTS M~ST bF IN lDENTIC~l OPCER WITH TMF 
C SlATt.~ENT FUNCTION RESET *** 
C*** e~CAL~E I SCR~~ED UP ( OELT SHOUL8 ~t. ~DfLT) ********************** 
Ulf<T:OELT 
uELT=SOELT 
uO 7 1:2,50 
UEL=<R<I>-R<I-\))/2.0 
UELl=<R<l+l>-~<l-1))/2.0 









X I u f': 1 ( I ) =Rf SE. T C X I 0 N 1 l I ) , [) E L T ,)c lCH. 3 < I -1 ) , L' FL , U FL t rl< I 0 N ~ ( T ) ) N ...., 
00 
TABLE ~ (Continued) 
7 ~ONllNUE 
C*** R~M~H THE FIRST MES~ POINT *** 
C*** NUTt lHE OEFINITIO~ Of DEL *** 
UEL=<R(l)-P(~))/2.0 
OEL1=CRC3)-R(ll)/2.0 
NOTt. ••• (NO no LOOP) 










C*** Rt.l\l't.SH THE:. LAST MESH POlNT *** r-.10Tt-. •. CNO DO LC('IP) 
uEL=<R<ITOT+l>-R<ITOTl)/2.0 
uELl=<RCITOT+l)-RCITUT-1))/2.n 








r<fLClCITOT+] ):PEEnG<kELCl<ITuT+l> t0t.LTrR~LC3CITnT) ,nu ,r-i:L1. 
Xr<tLCjCITOT-1)) 
~~;vr- l ( I TOT+ 1 ) :r<Et:nG < RHGf.i' l C ! TOT+ 1) , Lt.LT' RH0f.i 3 <IT 0T) 'fl EL • rEt 1, 
:Xr<HUtv..:>< ITOT-1)) 
r<.JuE l ( I TOT+ 1 ) =REEOG ( kJL:F 1 ( IT OT+ 1 ) 'Ut.L T, R.Jl"'t. ~ ( ll ()T) , nu , ,...EL 1, N 
N 
'° 





XTEtv•P.3 < ITOT-1 > > 
xlu~1<ITOT+l):PEEOG<XIOfJl(lTOT+l)rDLLTrXl0~3<ITOT)rDELrnELlr 
XxIOf\3(1TOT-1)} 











~UtiROllT INE XUV (GE, ZB, AUl.tv', TEE, ATE, Xfv:l.J l 
UIME~Sl0N ATE<l5) 
C Gl.JT5 TO VISCCSITY 
iF<ALAW.LE.O.C>GO TO 199 








uO 7.;, N:l,14 
1Fl8l4eGT.ATE(N))W3:N+l 
l.:ll ~=rv.3 
73 C01'il J.NUE:.: 
1"14=11-'.3-1 
IF1P15·GT.14.llGO TO 197 
J.FlB15·LT.0.5)GO TC 199 

























r-<3= 1 '+ 
oO Tu 77 







































C•** DAT~ ******•******************************************************* 
+.100E-0~+.100E-04+.lOOE-03+.100E-o2+.1oot-nl+.100E+On+.100F+o1+.1onE+n~ 























+.130E+0~+.130t+02+.130E+02+.130t+O?+ •. l~0~+02+.1~gE+0'+.121F+02+.120E+O? 
+.226~+0j+.22hE+04+.226E+0~+.226E+0~+.~26t+07+.~26£+0R+.lOOF-t9+.22UE+l~ 
+.186~+0b+.·169~+07+.146E+Ob+.153t+09+.209~+10+.450f+l1+.1~5F+13+.224E+1~ 
+.552f +Ob+.477E+-07+.414E+Ob+.401E+oo+.~ql~+to+.A77E+ll+.257F+13+.224E•1~ N 
~ 
-I!-
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